
-once upon a time jordan and Laura were sitting in jordan's 

apartment studying online- 

 

-Laura runs across this contest online- 

 

Laura: Jordan! See that? Looks like some sort of contest. 

 

Laura; Lets do it. 

 

Jordan: uh-huh 

 

-jordyn isnt really paying attention- 

 

Laura; Come on Jordan. Please? -makes puppy eyes- 

 

Jordan: go ahead. not like we're gonna win 

 

-jordan was dressed in sweats and a really big black t-shirt- 

 

-Laura enters thier names and answers a few questions- 

 

-meanwhile in a hotel room somewhere- 

 

Chris; Hey guys new entries. 

 

Lance: god why did we set that up anyways? 

 



Jc: because chrissy was bored 

 

Chris: Because mateing season is almost here. And I feel my 

little swimmers wanting to get out. my dick is wanting to 

expolde! I NEED FEMALES! No offence guys but I need to fuck a 

chick. 

 

Lance: i'm taking my long awated nap. tell me when we have to 

go to the next city 

 

-lance gets under the sheets passing out- 

 

Jc: i am glad me and justin and joey are gay and NOT 

werewolves like you 

 

Lance: its lycans! 

 

Chris: How about these two? They seem good. And the blonde 

has a nice set of tits. 

 

Jc: whatever. have fun doing your little game 

 

Lance: your going to mkae me look chris aren't you? 

 

Chris: well you might not like them so I might as well let you 

have a look. 

 



-lance looks over at the computer- 

 

Lance: dude that chick is dressed as a guy 

 

Chris; You like tomboys don't you/ 

 

Lance: yeah, so? she has nice hair. i like girls who are red heads 

white blod highlights 

 

Chris; It's settled then. Laura and Jordan. You lovley ladies win. 

 

-meanwhile in an apartment- 

 

Jordan: and done 

 

Laura; We got an email. 

 

-she shuts her laptop- 

 

Jordan: you mean you got an email 

 

Jordan: its your email account 

 

Laura: It's for both of us. -she opens it and hereyes go wide and 

her jaw drops- 

 

Laura: We won! 



 

Jordan: we won what? an ipod shuffle when we get a magazine 

subscription for playdude? 

 

-jordan goes into the kitchen- 

 

Laura; Backstage passes to and *nsync concert! And we get to 

travel with them on the bus for a bit!. This has got to be a 

dream! 

 

Jordan: probably is. i'll believe that email when ti happens 

 

-next week- 

 

Jordan: okay i kind of believe it 

 

Laura: It's actually happening! Oh my god Chris is so hot! 

 

Jordan: aren't like all fo them gay? 

 

Laura: Only three of them. Lanceand chris are straight. 

 

Jordan: goody... 

 

-they head into the concert- 

 

Security guard: Are you girls the contest winners? 



 

Laura: Yeah. 

 

Jordan: sadly 

 

Security Guard: Come with me. The guys want to meet you 

before the concert starts. 

 

Jordan: crap 

 

-they go with him- 

 

-backstage- 

 

Chris: Ohboyohboyohboyohboy. 

 

Jc: ahh the gay vampires get ready while the 'lycan's prepare to 

mate 

 

Justin: Chris you think your pant are on too tight? 

 

Justin; Chris you're acting like an excited puppy. Seriously go 

and jerk off in a sock or something. 

 

Lance: better yet do it in joey's 

 

Joey: i heard that you twit 



 

Joey; YO! 

 

Security guard: They're here. -whispers to Lance- You guys are 

crazy you know that. if you want a chick so bad you guys 

shouldjust head to the bar. 

 

Lance: not my idea! 

 

Laura; Hey! 

 

-jordan is wearing guy jeans, and guy abercrombie blacka nd 

green long sleeve shirt, and neon green converse- 

 

Jordan: i'm her dummy 

 

Laura: Is he okay? -points to Chris- 

 

Jordan: i think he might have a little too much dope 

 

Joey; We wish. 

 

-jordan crosses her arms- 

 

Jordan: ahh the gay men, how i love gay people 

 

Lance; Well anyways you girls make yourselves comfy. 



 

Jordan: yeah i'n your lap naked? 

 

-jordan sits down on the ground- 

 

-Laura goes over to sit down when Chris grabs her and places 

her in his lap- 

 

Inner Chris; Lets talk about the firstthing that pops up? 

 

Laura; Um...You're jeans look a little tight on you. No offence. 

 

Jordan: Laura if you don't watch out you might find his hand up 

your pussy... i mean shirt 

 

Laura: He's not going to do that. 

 

Inner Chris; She smells so good! 

 

Jordan: my bad. his dick in your pussy, i mean 

 

Lance; That's Chris for ya. 

 

-jordan walks aorund checking out the games- 

 

Jordan: whose idea was it to do this contest? mangament or was 

a little boy bored 



 

Laura: I'm gonna go look arounda bit if that's okay with you. -she 

tries to get up but Chris hold her like a teddy bear- 

 

-jordan plays some pin ball- 

 

Lance; Chris. 

 

Jordan; seriously though any of you try anything on her or me 

your nuts and ending up in the next sate over 

 

-jordan's hair is in a ponytail- 

 

Jc: i like this girl already 

 

Laura: I don't need a body guard Jordan. Sheesh you'd think 

you'd put a chastity belt on me but instead I hang out with you. 

 

Inner Chris; Virgin? Sweet! 

 

Jordan: no, i just don't trust the egar puppy your sitting on 

 

-jordan ends the game walking back over- 

 

Jordan: so what the hell did we win on this so called 'contest'? 

 



Lance: Well you guys are going to be hanging out with us for the 

next couple of hours and likely until wednesday. 

 

Inner Lance; Or whenever your ovulation ends. 

 

JOrdan: this is wednesday. do you mean next week? 

 

Lance: Yeah. 

 

Jordan: yeah right. after this concert i'm taking beck back to the 

hotel we are staying at 

 

Laura: Aww come on Jordan don't be such a spoilsport. 

 

Jordan: we are virgins and we'd like to keep it that way 

 

-jordan takes bacca back to the front- 

 

Inner Laura: At least she would. 

 

-Chris tries to keep her in his lap but it dosen't work- 

 

-they stay for the concert then afterwards jordan gets Laura to 

the hotel- 

 

Laura: Jordan they weren't that bad. Do you have to be such a 

man hater? 



 

Jordan: i don't trust THEM! the gay men looked like stright men 

had a plan up their sleeves. and the straight man you sat on 

loooked readyt o fertilize you. lance just..... he looked like he 

wanted to push me against a wall 

 

Jordan: i don't hate men, thoguht i'm bi i don't hate men 

 

Laura: Can you blame them though. those guys probably haven't 

felt a woman in ages. 

 

Jordan: i have been rasied to watch out around people 

 

-jordan changes into a very long black-tshirt and boxers. she 

goes out int he hall to get some soda for them when she stops- 

 

Jordan: ah shit 

 

Lance: Crap. 

 

Jordan: BECK WE ARE LEAVING THIS HOTLE NOW! 

 

Laura: i'm tired, 

 

-jordan turns around going back into their room- 

 

Jordan: you can sleep in the back of the car 



 

Laura: No. 

 

Jordan: yes 

 

-then they both notice a funny smell in the air- 

 

Jordan: what the hell? 

 

Laura; I wanna sammich.....-falls unconsious- 

 

-jordan plugs her nose able to drag beck and her into the hall- 

 

Lance: Who the hell passed gas!? 

 

Jordan: fresh air beck stair breathing 

 

start 

 

-he climbs out of his hotel room coughing- 

 

-Laura is out cold- 

 

Jordan: probably was your pervert friend 

 

Lance; No Chris is out somewhere. 

 



-jordan picks up Laura- 

 

Jordan: yeah, in our room probably. 

 

-jordan goes back in oepnning the windows- 

 

-enter Joey- 

 

Joey; Some jackass is pumping th place with sleeping gas. 

 

Joey; And it aint Chris for once. 

 

Jordan: thats it i'm going tog et raped beck is goin to get raped 

we are out of here nice meeting yal 

 

-jordan lies beck down on a bed and starts to pack their bags- 

 

Jodan: come on beck wakey wakey 

 

Laura; meh. I'm not getting up. 

 

-jordn hits her on the head- 

 

Jordan: now! 

 

-Laura rolls over and goes back to sleep- 

 



Jordan; god dman it 

 

-jordan stands there rubbing her face- 

 

Jordan: okay. shut the door turn off the lgiht lock the door and 

go to sleep. 

 

Jeoy: You can stay on the gay guy bus if you want. 

 

Jordan: we aren't going with you 

 

Joey: Suit yourself. 

 

JOrdan: i trust gay men but not those two -points at lance who 

now has chris behind him- 

 

Jordan: he looks ready to fertalize beck and he looks ready to 

push me against a wall 

 

Lance: Alright. Here's a deal. Yu guys can stay with the gays. We 

won't come near you. You girl will still be vigins when you leave 

we promise right Chris? 

 

-Chris reluctantly nods- 

 

Jordan: why do you want us to go with you? 

 



Lance: Refreshing change of pace? 

 

Jordan: god whatever 

 

-jordan hits beck again- 

 

Jordan: were gonna sleep with gays beck 

 

Laura; Goody. -sleepily gets up and follows Jordan- 

 

-jordan is carrying there bags and they get onto the gay bus- 

 

-meanwhile on straight- 

 

Lance: chris you set eh sleeping gas 

 

Chris: Yeah? We had to get them on somehow! I wouldn't have 

raped them! It's just that girl has her freakin body guard and 

you cantell she's ready you know it Lance! 

 

Lance: you chose two hell of a pair of girls for mates with us 

Chrissy 

 

-lance sits on his bunk- 

 

Chris: Well it's not like we can find girls in the normal sense. 

 



Lance: i don't think either of thema re readyt o have puppies 

with us 

 

Chris: Not puppies maybe but I can tell the blonde is readyto 

lose her cherry. 

 

Lance: but the red head doesn't look like she's read y 'lose her 

cherry' 

 

Chris; Well we should justgive it time. They'll be with us most of 

the tour so we should be okay. 

 

Lance: i told her till next wendesday. didn't you hear or were 

you trying to fuck Laura with your mind? 

 

Chris; things can happen..... 

 

-lance goes to bed- 

 

-he was extremly horny himslef but was way more contained- 

 

-he whimpers like a puppy in his sleep, along with chris- 

 

-the next day- 

 

Laura; Hey Jordan have you seen my mascara? 

 



-jordan was in her long t-shirt and boxers still, at her laptop 

working- 

 

Jordan: woops left all the make up at the htoel that is now far 

far away 

 

-Laura was in a tube top and shorts- 

 

Jordan: you don't need it 

 

Jordan: i don't wear it. 

 

Laura: Yes I do!.  

 

-jordan looks at Laura's face- 

 

Laura; I look terrible without it. 

 

Jordan: you look lovly and i'm bi sweetheart 

 

-Laura rolls her eyes- 

 

-jordan shuts her laptop and takes a shower, dressing in a t-

shirt and jeans. her slothing was all male- 

 

inner Laura: That's it. next drugstore we go ti i'm blowing my 

budget on cosmetics. 



 

-when the bus stops jordana nd Laura go inside the store- 

 

-lance and chris go tot eh gay bus- 

 

Lance; what a night. 

 

Lance: listen dudes we want you to leave and we'll make it seem 

like an accident. we'll move all their stuff to our bus 

 

Chris: i'm horny! 

 

Joey; We noticed. 

 

Jc: dear god 

 

Justin: alright i'll go ina nd make sure they don't notice 

 

Justin: You've been horney forthe pastweek. 

 

-justin heads in the store and has a long conversation with 

jordan- 

 

-Laura is looking at cosmetics- 

 

-he comes back out and they leave- 

 



Jordan: all right lets get back tot he bus beck 

 

-she goes outside- 

 

Laura; Okay. 

 

Jordan: there were two buses here. where did the first one go? 

that was out bus right? 

 

Laura; yeah.... 

 

Jordan: god damn it! 

 

Lance: your stuff is on our bus. lets roll out 

 

Laura; lets just go. 

 

-she gets on- 

 

Jordan: oh you just -jordan makes strngling motions- 

 

Jordan: ugh 

 

-jordan gets on sitting down int he front- 

 

-Laura lays down on the couch. Chris is playing a video game- 

 



-jordan stares out the window. chris and lance come up to the 

two of them- 

 

Laura: Hey. -she's putting on foundation- 

 

-jordan is chewing her fingernails- 

 

Lance: Hey. 

 

Chris: hello 

 

-he sits next to Laura- 

 

Chris: i don't belive we told each other our names 

 

-Laura finishes putting on her makeup and starts painting her 

nails- 

 

-chris looks not as horny as before- 

 

Laura: I'm reLaura. 

 

Jordan: you jerked off didn't you? 

 

Lance: Yeah. He's kida weird like that. He's a nice guy but still. 

 

Jordan: thats a question you aren't supose to answer 



 

-she looks at alnce- 

 

Chris: i'm chris. your pretty hot ya know that? 

 

-jordan hits her head with her hand- 

 

Laura; I rate a six and that's on a good day. 

 

Chris: no you rate like a 100000000 

 

Laura; That's sweet of you. -if she wasn't wearing makeup you 

could see her blush- 

 

inner jordan: he's gonna jump her i can see it in his eyes 

 

Jordan: you'd you switch us buses when you said you would 

leave us alone?! 

 

Lance: We will. Chris hands off her. 

 

Chris: no. Laura lets play video games. i'll teach ys if you want 

 

Laura; Got any survival horror games? 

 

Chris: totally 

 



Laura: cool. Lets play. 

 

Chris: lets roll -they go into the back- 

 

Jordan: yeah bye bye bye virginity 

 

Lance: Don't worry. If he tries anything I'll kick his ass into next 

month. 

 

Jordan: no you won't -jordan looks up at him- you'll just groan 

saying how lucky he is he got something and you didn't 

 

lance: I'm not as big of a bastardas he is trust me. 

 

Jordan: and i believe i havne't told you my name either 

 

Lance: I'm lLance. 

 

Jordan: Jordan 

 

lance; Nice to meet you. 

 

Jordan: did you set up that damn contest to find some chick to 

fuck? 

 



Lance; No. At least that wasn't our intention. See the prblem is 

that we can't really go out and find girlfriends in the normal 

sense for obvious reasons. 

 

Jordan: good excuse 

 

Inner Lance; And Lycans are ery horney round this time of 

year. 

 

Jordan: you wanted someone to fuck. you really wanted 

someone to fuck. your friend set off that sleeping gas so you 

guys could fuck us you switch buses so you can fuck us 

 

Jordan: your friend probably took one look at the picture beck 

sent you guys and said she has nice tits 

 

Lance: I don't care. I won't fuck you anyways. And even the gays 

were impressed by her chest.  

 

Jordan: yes you will. your just wondering when i'm gonna shut 

my yap so you can shove your tongue down it 

 

Lance; no I'm not. -folds his arms and crosses his legs- See. I'm 

not moveing from this spot. 

 

Jordan: i'll make sure you don't 

 



-jordan stares at him- 

 

-meanwhile- 

 

Chris:c rap you tase good 

 

Laura; You're not so bad yourself. -her lipstick is smeard all over 

her face- 

 

-chris grabs her boobs- 

 

Chris: damn nice and firm 

 

Laura: Hey! -grabs his arm- take it easy. 

 

Chris: sorry 

 

-he drops his hands kissing ehr again- 

 

Laura: It's alright. 

 

-chris puts his hands on her waist keeping them there- 

 

Inner Laura: Do I want or no? 

 



inner chris: crap i need to fuck ehr now and i'm really close to 

raping her and I DON'T DO THAT! she seems like such a nice girl 

with firm boobs 

 

Laura; If you want to go all the way we can. 

 

Chris: you sure? 

 

Inner Laura: What am I saying? 

 

Laura; To tell you the truth I'm sick of being a virgin. I mean I'm 

almost 20 and I've never gone all the way. 

 

Chris: okay -soon they are ont he floor butt naked and chirs in 

sucking ehr pussy- 

 

-meanwhile up front- 

 

Inner Lance; For crying out loud Chris keep it down. If you're 

fucking her then keep it down. I just hope she's nota screamer. 

 

Jordan: god i knew he was going to fuck her. jealous a little 

Bass? 

 

Lance: Not really. 

 

inner lance: fuck yes 



 

Jordan: come on i can see the boner 

 

-her looks at his crotch- 

 

Lance: Hey at least I'm keeping better control of myself than 

him. -points his thumb at the back room- 

 

-lots of moans- 

 

Jordan: why don't you just pull out your dick and jerk off, unless 

you can get her back there 

 

Inner Lance; That idiot bette be useing a rubber. 

 

Lance: Not in front of a lady. 

 

Jordan: bull shit i cam out of my mom screaming fuckin let me 

go! 

 

Lance: I'm not going to do anything to you or around you. Can 

you toss me the remote? I wanna cover up the moans. 

 

Jordan: i'm gonna make you sufer -her voice went low. she was 

angry at him- 

 

-in the back- 



 

Chris: holy crap 

 

Laura; God don't stop! 

 

-chris pounds into ehr fast moans getting louder- 

 

-she has some tears but is ignoreing them- 

 

Chris: i'm sor close 

 

-he leans down kiss away her tears- 

 

Laura: Me too. At least I think I am...-porn goddess scream- 

 

Chris: holy fuck yeah! -he groans loudly and cums- 

 

-Laura is panting and flushed.- 

 

-chris pulls out and take soff his condom, alughing at how much 

there is in there- 

 

Chris: damn 

 

Laura; Dear god. 

 

Inner Laura: and I'm ovulateing too. 



 

inner chris: damn these busters better have not escaped 

 

-chris throws the condom away and lies back on Laura- 

 

Laura; Thank you. 

 

-chris kisses Laura- 

 

Chris: my pleasure 

 

-in front- 

 

Lance; I'm gonna kill him. 

 

Jordan: heh porn goddess scream. i would know i've watch 

plently 

 

Lance: You sure that girl was a first timer? 

 

Jordan: i don't scream i just squirt like hell 

 

Jordan: she is, want to be her seconds Bass? 

 

Lance: Nope. I'm not into blonds and her boobs are a little to big 

for my tastes. I'm just not a d cup man. 

 



Jordan: good thing no one knows i'm a C-cup 

 

Lance; Want me to kill Chris now? 

 

Jordan: i don't fuckin' care any more 

 

inner jordan: i just don't want ehr knocked up 

 

-A few hours later Laura and Chris come out- 

 

Inner Laura: I'm still sore. 

 

Jordan: take this 

 

Jordan: plan b pill 

 

Laura: Okay. 

 

Lance: You are a dead man Chris. 

 

-jordan gives chris the stare of death- 

 

Chris: i got action and you didn't. stop glaring at me she asked 

for it! litteral she asked verbally 

 

Laura;He's right Jordan. I wanted it. 

 



Jordan: fine fine 

 

-jordan stops the death glare- 

 

Inner Laura: At least I think I did. 

 

-that night- 

 

inner lance: fuck i need a fuck 

 

Jordan: la la la la la 

 

-she comes out of the shower only in a towel- 

 

Lance: Please get dressed. 

 

Jordan: why? 

 

Lance; Cause. 

 

-she geos to her bunk looking through ehr bags- 

 

Jordan: cause why 

 

Lance; Cause. 

 

-her towel begins to slip but she doesn't notice- 



 

Jordan: cause why 

 

Lance; Because your towel is slipping and I just got rid of my 

hard on. 

 

Jordan: you just wish my towle was -her towel falls and jordan 

freezes- 

 

Lance; Crap. 

 

inner jordan: oh my god oh my god oh my god 

 

-jordan looks down at her towel and grabs it trying to untangle 

it- 

 

inner jordan: i'm naked i'm naked i'm naked 

 

Lance; Told you so. 

 

Jordan: your staring aren't you? 

 

Lance; Can you blame me? You're hot. 

 

-jordan drops ehr towle in ehr fumbling and turns aorund. alnce 

sses everything- 

 



Jordan: dman towel 

 

-Lance throws her a blanket- 

 

-she covers herself and she can see alnce's boner once more- 

 

Jordan: you have a boner a blind man can see 

 

Lance; Again can you blame me? You're hot. 

 

-jordan stares at lance- 

 

Jordan: your gonna jump me aren't you? 

 

Lance: Only if you want me to. 

 

Jordan: that wouldn't stop a fly 

 

Lance; So that's a yes/ 

 

-jordan turns around trying to hide her blushing- 

 

lance; You're blushing. 

 

Jordan: its from the hot shower heat 

 

inner jordan: it ain't even close 



 

Lance; You're lying.  

 

-lance decides to tease her, wanting her to say that she want 

him to jump her- 

 

Jordan: it happens alot from the steam and stuff that builds up 

in the bathroom 

 

Lance; you know we don't have to go all the way. 

 

Jordan: yeah right i let you touch me your gonna go all the way 

either way. i'm sure thats what made beck give in eailer 

 

Lance; Maybe she didn't want to be a virgin anymore? 

 

JOrdan: that might be true but chris still could have pushed her 

into agreeing even is she didn't want o be a virgin anymore 

 

Lance: That's him. 

 

-jordan finds a big shirt boxers bra and sweats- 

 

-jordan finds the blanket being ripped her her body- 

 

Jordan: holy crap 

 



Lance: Please forgive me. -his eyes are golden- 

 

Jordan: why are your eyes gold? 

 

Lance; it's hard to expalin. 

 

Jordan: hard to explain why your eyes are freakin gold and i'm 

naked in front of you?! 

 

Lance: I'm a lycan. Chris and I are Lycans. the others are 

vampires. Please forgive me. We had the contsest to find mates. 

Mateing season and all.... 

 

Jordan: what the fuck are you rambling about 

 

-jordan bends down trying to grabs something to cover herself- 

 

Lance: lycans. Werewolves. Chris and I are Lycans. -he feels 

himself turning- 

 

-jordan's eye's go wide- 

 

-Chris runs in- 

 

Jordan: what the hell?! 

 

Chris: Aw shit! Lance calm down! Jerk off or somethign! 



 

-jordan is able to grab her towel and cover herslef- 

 

-Lance gets ahold of himself and goes back into human form. His 

eyes are still gold- 

 

-jordan stands there stunned- 

 

Lance: I'm so sorry. 

 

-jordan grabs her clothes and runs into the bathroom slamming 

and locking the door- 

 

inner jordyn: holy fuck, what was that? 

 

-Laura wakes up- 

 

Laura: What's going oN? 

 

Lance: Nothing. 

 

Chris: go back to sleep Laura 

 

-Laura knocks on the door to the bathroom- 

 

Laura; Jordan? you okay? 

 



Jordan: am i okay/ am i okay 

 

-she oepsn the door dressed- 

 

-Laura shrugs and goes back to bed- 

 

Jordan: blodie over there turned into a fuckin werewolf and 

tried to fuck me! 

 

Laura; What? 

 

Jordan: ranting how chris and him and lycnas and the others 

are vampires 

 

Lance: We needto tel them Chris. 

 

Jordan: he was also saying about how the contest was a way for 

them to find MATES! 

 

Laura; Well it is springtime. 

 

Chris: i think jordan just summed it up 

 

Jordan: what?! Laura don't tell me........... 

 

Lance; You sound rather matter of fact about this Laura. 

 



Laura: I understand. Don't ask me why but i understand. 

 

-jordan goes into the back of the bus locking the door- 

 

inner jordan: god and i still want to fuck Bass 

 

Laura: I'm going to bed now. -gets back in her bunk- 

 

-once she's asleep- 

 

Lance; what do you think Chris? one of em a keeper? 

 

Chris: maybe. but what about her? you better talk to her 

 

Lance; yeah right like she'd listen. 

 

Chris: just do it 

 

-pushes him to the back- 

 

Lance: Alright. In the meantime you need to talk to Laura. i 

think she's haveing regrets. 

 

Chris fine 

 

-Lance goes into the back room- 

 



Lance; Jordan? 

 

-jordan is staring at the tv- 

 

Jordan: what doggy 

 

Lance: I'm really sorry about ealier. I'm sorry you had to find out 

about this. 

 

Jordan: better now then when i'm popping out puppies 

 

Lance: true. but even if I wasn't some horny wolf man out to get 

my man juice ejected I'd still think you were hot. And I'd still ask 

you out to dinner tomorrow beforethe show. 

 

-jordan pushes lance to the floor holding a finger on his lips- 

 

Jordan: just shut up okay? 

 

Lance; You don't hate me do you? 

 

-jordan takes off her shirt and pushes off lance- 

 

Jordan: i just don't want horny wolf man around anymore 

 

Lance; I'll take this as a no. -he takes off his shirt and kisses her- 

And don't worry. this is all human right here. 



 

 Jordan: just shut up okay? 

-jordan kisses lance softly sitting back up. she opesn up her bra- 

 

Lance: Nice ones. 

 

Jordan: shh! -jordan smiles. she works on getting her sweats 

and boxers off- 

 

-Lance strips down. He's wearing nothing but a smile now- 

 

-jordan's hair isn't in a ponytail. she rubs lance's dick a little 

finding a condom and sliding it on slwoly. she pulls her over her 

shoulder- 

 

Lance: lets do this. 

 

-jordan positions herself over alnce and slides onto his dick 

gasping- 

 

Lance: Oh yeah! Fuck yes! 

 

Inner Lance: I definately needed this. 

 

-jordan shuts her eyes trying to adjust to his dick- 

 

Jordan: oh............ 



 

Lance: If you need to stop we can. 

 

Jordan: you'd throw me to the damn ground if i stopped 

 

-jordan slides up and down- 

 

Lance; True. -gasp- Oh fuck yeah! 

 

-jordan puts her hands above lance's head and keeps moving 

gasping- 

 

Jordan: oh man. yes dear god yes 

 

-she moves faster- 

 

-Lance is panting liek a dog- 

 

-lance's face is right below her breasts- 

 

Lance; Soft and warm. -suggles into them while she's moveing- 

 

-jordan giggles a little moving faster and faster- 

 

Jordan: shit i'm close 

 



Lance; I'm cumming...So close....-lets out a loud howl as her 

cums- 

 

-jordan grits her teeth spraying all over lance- 

 

Lance: Did I forget to mention i love it when girls squirt and 

spray? 

 

-jordan pulls off of lance's cock throwing away the condom- 

 

Jordan: you came alot into that thing 

 

Lance: We lycan's have alot of tadpoles. 

 

-jordan laughs lying down on lance and falling asleep- 

 

inner jordan: that wasn't so bad. its not like I will get prego. and 

e will leave me alone too. 

 

-next morning- 

 

-meanwhile in micoville- 

 

sperm: go go go! 

 

Jordan: *hurl* 

 



Laura: you okay Jordan? 

 

Jordan: never knew bus rides could make me puke. guess i was 

on iit so long *hurl* 

 

Jordan: you know me i get car sick 

 

Chris: Okay I've gotten motion sickness before and that aint it. 

 

Jordan: your not me! 

 

Laura: What time is it? 

 

-jordan flushes that toilet- 

 

Jordan: nu clue 

 

Lance: around eleven. 

 

Laura: This early in the day....Lance you did use a condom 

right? 

 

Lance; Yeah.....Oh shit. 

 

Jordan: beck -hits her on the head- your a freak. 

 

Laura; Well it would make sense. 



 

Jordan: i've never been on a bus beofre and i got nauseaus. i 

didn't feel too good the first night on the gay bus so... 

 

-jordan goes into the back- 

 

-over the day jordan doesn't feel good and isn't keeping alot 

down. it happens for the next week.- 

 

Lance; I'm screwed. 

 

Laura; Jordan i know you're convinced it's just carsickness but 

humor me and take the test. Just as a joke okay? 

 

Jordna: fine 

 

-she goes into the bathroom- 

 

-she leaves it in there while they wait- 

 

Jordan:w ahts on Tv? 

 

Lance; Food network. 

 

Chris: how can you watch tv at a time like this 

 

Jordan: i'm not pregnate 



 

Laura; Thank god. 

 

-she goes into the bathroom checking the thing- 

 

Jordan: holy shit but this says i am!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

 

Laura: WHAT!? 

 

Lance: I'm screwed. 

 

-jordan covers her mouth- 

 

Chris: I'm gonna be an uncle! 

 

Jordan:y our screwed? YOUR SCREWED?! 

 

Lance; I'm the one who did this to you. 

 

-jordan throws the test away barging up to Lance- 

 

Jordan: who is stuck with a baby inside me for nine fuckin 

mouths ass hole? 

 

Chris: actually four 

 

-jordan turns to face him- 



 

Jordan: elborate 

 

lance: And they're puppies most likely. 

 

Chris: you see, when a lycan mate the baby developes fast and is 

born in four monthes. alot of times they come in twins or triplets 

 

Lance; I'm really sorry! 

 

-jordan galres at chris then at lance and goes into the back of the 

bus shutting the door locking it and scareming into a pillow- 

 

Lance; I'm such an idiot. 

 

inner jordan: god and it had to be the one who was freakin about 

pregncay. i shouldn't have given by plan b pill to beck, but she's 

probably prego herself 

 

Chris: ya think? we all are. if jordan didn't give that pill to beck 

she'd probably be popping out puppies 

 

Lance: Laura. You should take one anyways. 

 

Laura: I already did. Negative. 

 



-jc justin joey hear at the concert. johnny hears, he knows what 

the guys all are, and he is pissed- 

 

Lance; Well at Least Chris can breathe easy. 

 

Joey: dude your gonna be a daddy 

 

Jc: oh boy i want to tkae jordan shopping for baby clothes 

 

Justin: i wonder why lance hasn't been beheaded yet 

 

Laura; We're really sorry. If you want us to we can leave. -she's 

talking to the guys and Johnny- 

 

-jordan is sitting on the couch. she was already starting to show- 

 

Lance: I'm wondering why myslef. 

 

Jordan: yeah just leave and let me have puppies on my fuckin 

own! 

 

Jordan: give them up for adoption, that will go smoothly 

 

lance: No! I want to be invloved. I got us both in this mess so I 

need t otake responsiblity. 

 

Lance: And adoption won't work. 



 

Jordan: i was being sarcastic! 

 

Jordan: and i told myslef if i got pregnate at age ! or over i 

wouldn't be giving my kids up for adoption. and i'm turning 2! in 

august 

 

Joey; So when are the puppies coming out? 

 

Jc: oh the same month as me. okay so if you knocks her up at 

the beginng of this mounth lance, they will pop out in july! 

 

-jordan was near tears- 

 

Lance; I am such a dipshit. 

 

Chris: be happy they will be born looking human 

 

Jusitn; I'm okay with it. Haveing a few kids running around it 

can't be taht bad. 

 

-jordan breaks down crying. she has never cryed out in pubilc 

beofre and she holds tears back well- 

 

Inner Laura; This is bad. 

 

Lance; Please forgive me. 



 

-jordan keeps crying. she runs into the bathroom locking herslef 

in there- 

 

inner jordan: i can't be a mom yet. i just can't! 

 

justin; That's kinda become her haven hasn't it. 

 

Lance; I don't blame her. i should have been more careful. 

 

Joey; Lance you would have lost it and raped her.  she would 

have gottne preggo either way. 

 

Chris: wasn't she the one who liek did the whole thing? you just 

shoved your face into ehr bobbies and enjoyed the ride 

 

Lance; Yeah. And they felt good. 

 

-during the show lance can't really focus like he usually can- 

 

Inner Lance; I don't know how I'm going to handle this. 

 

-after the show- 

 

-they were staying at a hotel- 

 

Lance; Chris have you talked to her yet? 



 

Chris: to who about what? 

 

-jordan was on ehr hotel bed working on school- 

 

Lance; Remember Laura? -sends telepath message- Regrets? 

 

-lance took her to a doctor of lycans the day beofre and well she 

was having twins- 

 

Chris: ahh. um... not ye 

 

t 

 

Lance; She as her own room. You should talk to her. Espicially if 

you want her to stick around. 

 

-chris nods. chris goes down to her and they talk. lance goes to 

jordan trying to see if they could talk- 

 

Lance; Listen. I'm sorry I did this to you. If you don't want to be 

with me that's fine. Just name the amount and i'll pay child 

support for you.  

 

Jordan: no i'm not going to have the twin be raised without a 

father 

 



Lance; Okay. I want to be involved in thier lives anyways. 

 

Jordan: its partly my fault. i was the one who basically didn't all 

the work. you just shove your face into my chest and i'm rode 

you 

 

Lance; It was my falut for getting you involved with that stupid 

paln. 

 

Jordan: its okay. fates a bitch anyways -jordan lifts her shirt 

showing her big bump- 

 

Lance; It's kinda hot. 

 

Jordan: my fatness? 

 

Jordan: any owman would want a four moth pregnacy 

 

Lance; with the baby bump comes the mother's glow. 

 

-jordan laughs- 

 

Jordan: i guess mating with a dog comes with some dog 

sidafects. more then one, short pregnacy 

 

lance; That's one advantage. 

 



-jordan shuts her latop sitting down between lance's legs. he 

puts his hands on ehr baby bump- 

 

Lance; Lets try to make the best of it okay. 

 

Jordan: yeah 

 

babyies: kick 

 

Jordan: so thats what i kick feels like 

 

Lance; those kids can really kick. 

 

Jordan: felt werid but didn't hurt. i think there kicking agian 

 

Babies: kick kick 

 

Lance; Yup. 

 

Jordan: okay now that last one didn't feel good 

 

-jordan rests her head on lance's shoulder- 

 

Lance: Are we still on for dinner? 

 



Jordan: totally. no facy restrunt. maybe after hte kids come out 

i'll be int eh moody to dress like a chick. untilt hen a nice diner 

and me in my usual attire 

 

-jodan smiles at lance- 

 

Lance; Alright. Local diner it is then. 

 

-he grins- 

 

-jordan leans over kissing lance- 

 

lance; I'm amazed you can still feel affection. 

 

Lance; At least towards me. 

 

Jordan: what are we gonna do once the tour ends. and yes i feel 

affection towards everyone.... i think 

 

Lance; Well You could move in with me. I like in LA 

 

Jordan: at least i'm going college online. when does the tour end 

anyways 

 

lance; Later October. Right after Chris's birthday. 

 



Jordan: crap kids coming with us for a while. we'll have to get 

our own bus 

 

Jordan: you'll like that won't you 

 

Lance; Sure why not. i'm sure Chris would like the privacy. 

 

-jordan shuts her eyes- 

 

Jordan: set up the back to have a bed and a crib in the end. no 

bunks but a little loung spot with chairs between the back and 

the front. bathroom right int he end of the bus. something like 

that 

 

Lance: Yeah. Nice little den. 

 

-jordan ends up falling asleep right in lanc'es lap- 

 

-lance places her in the bed and lays next to her before faling 

asleep- 

 

-meanwhile- 

 

Chris: so are you feeling regrets? 

 

Laura; Huh? How'd you get in here/ 

 



Chris: door was open 

 

Laura; Crap. 

 

Laura; Anyways what was it you siad? 

 

Chris: are you feeling regrets? for us having sex 

 

Laura; i don't really know. i mean part of me wanted to but 

anothe rpart of me was screaming no. 

 

Chris: i really shouldn't have pushed you 

 

Laura; You would have fucked me regardless. I should be angry 

but I'm not. Even though i was sore for a week afterwards. 

 

Chris: i'm really sorry Laura. i really like you and i don't want 

you to regret anything 

 

Laura: I really like you too. 

 

Laura; Jordan will probably be staying with you guys. I'll 

probably have to leave tomorrow though. 

 

Chris: you don't ahve to go! jordan proabably needs you! 

 

inner chris: and i want you to stay 



 

Laura; I just get the impression from the guys that i've 

overstayed my visit. 

 

Chris: i love having you arounda nd the guys ador you 

 

Laura; Alright. I'll stay. 

 

-chris hugs her tackling her to the bed- 

 

Chris: YAY! 

 

Laura; Take it easy! -she's giggleing uncontrolably- 

 

-chris kisses her neck and gets off of her skipping from the 

room- 

 

-Laura sits up touching the area where he kissed her. She smiles 

a bit then goes to bed- 

 

-the next day jc dragged prego jordan and Laura to a baby store- 

 

Jordan: how did you get me to go? 

 

Laura: Why do I have to come! I'm not haveing any puppies! 

 

Jordan: don't remind me Laura 



 

Jc: your the girls and i'm paying. oh look att his little dress! 

 

inner jordan: dear god complete gay man here 

 

Laura: We don't even know the sexes yet. 

 

Jc: besdies, the prego lady here isn't even a girly girl like you 

Laura. 

 

Jordan: actually............. 

 

Laura: Yes but at the same time you two dragged me out before I 

could get my hair and makeup done! 

 

Jordan: no jc dragged me then dragged you. i was complaining 

and lance wouldn't flippin help me 

 

Laura: Wearwolves do sleep alot. And Jc you mentioned 

something abolut heveing to go to a certain hospital. what for? 

 

Jc: by the look on your face you know what the sexes are. so 

what is it? 

 

Jc: oh because of the fact jordan will bepoping out lycans who 

knows what might happen 

 



-jordan gulps and wants to run- 

 

Laura: You stay! -goes over to find some unisex baby clothes- 

 

Jordan: uhg. so shapping in the guy and girl places, i'm having a 

boy and a girl 

 

-jordan sighs sadly looking at some dresses- 

 

Jordan; but do get plenty of unisex baby clothes! 

 

Laura: Okay you guys look for clothes I'll hunt down baby toys. 

 

-jordan groans but is dragged with jc around the store- 

 

-Laura already has an armload of baby clothes- 

 

-few hours later they are at the hotel and jordan is wondering 

why two babies need this much shit- 

 

Jordan: i didn't have any of this when i was born. i got stuck 

with hamnidowns 

 

Laura; These kids will be spoiled rotten. 

 

-jordan falls on the bed and the rest of the guys come in- 

 



Laura: Like me cause I was an only child! 

 

Chris: hi Laura 

 

Laura: Hi Chris! 

 

Justin: get enough clothes 

 

Jordan: your telling me, i was just being dragged around like a 

dog on a leash 

 

Laura: No we still need some more -sarcasam- 

 

Inner Laura: Shit I need more makeup. 

 

-lance sits down next to jordan- 

 

Jordan: hi father 

 

Lance: hello. How are the spoiled kids? 

 

Jordan: fine. if your wondering they are male and female 

 

Lance: Figured. That's how it usually is. 

 

-jordan groans rubbing her face- 

 



Jordan: why couldn't Laura be the one prego? then i could beat 

the snot out of chris 

 

Joey: Looks like thier aunt is going to be lavishing those two. 

 

Laura; Nah I'd do that myself. Besides you know I'd panic then 

go into denial and we'd have a huge crisis. 

 

Jordan: you know what? on the cantest you should have had a 

warning that said: loss of virginity and puppies may result 

 

Lance :We didn't know you guys were virgins. 

 

Jordan: and how did you know we didn't have boyfriends? boht 

of you would ahve been screwed 

 

Lance; yeah chris did put down single women only on it. 

 

-jordan sits up snuggling into lance'a arms- 

 

Jordan: i'm still pissed as hell 

 

Lance: You have every right to be. 

 

Justin: dude this dress is the cutest little thing! 

 

Jc: thats what i thoguht! 



 

Laura: I kn ow right! 

 

Jordan: GOD SAVE ME! 

 

Lance: Estrogen overload in all of them. 

 

-jordan buries her face into lance's chest- 

 

-shall we jump ahead to a few monthes later- 

 

-yes- 

 

Jordan: wow my mom was right, you breath right it doesn't hurt 

 

-they were at hospitala nd jordan was sqeezing someone's hand 

to death- 

 

Lance: Owie. 

 

Jc: or your just transfering the pain to alnce 

 

Jordan: as long as he suffers and i'm fine i'll be good 

 

Lance: And my dad was right. I might just end up haveing my 

hand in a cast. 

 



-a doctor comes in saying they'll have a c-section- 

 

Jordan: wow also just like my mom. 

 

Lance: Why? 

 

Doctor: well because of the fact she is having twins and that 

there seem to be a few problems with them coming along. they 

are big and won't come out the normal way 

 

Lance: Okay. 

 

-jordan squeezes lance's hand extremly hard- 

 

Lance; Just hurry! -his voice is a squeek- 

 

Jc: contraction again? 

 

Jordan: nope not this time 

 

-the dcotor gets jordan readya nd rolls her out- 

 

Doctor: do any of you want to scrub and be in there too? 

 

Laura: I should probably be there so Jordan dosne't kill lance. 

 

Doctor: we;; come on you two 



 

-grabs lance and Laura nad gets them ready- 

 

-they scrub in and sit on either side of Jordan- 

 

Laura; Just don't kill him. 

 

Jordan: so this is what its like to have  ac-section. just like my 

mom 

 

-jordan was calm- 

 

Doc; Okay we're makeing the incision. They should be out in a 

few minutes. 

 

Jordan: thank god 

 

Jordan: and if he asks lance is going to cut the cord right? 

 

-jordan gives him her death glare- 

 

Lance; Yes ma'm -he looks scared- 

 

Jordan: you better be scared mister 

 

-screaming is heard- 

 



Doc: Baby number one says hi. 

 

Jordan: boy or girl? 

 

Doc; Boy. 

 

Jordan: mkay. just wondering 

 

nurse; Baby number two is here. 

 

-another scream- 

 

Doc; You daughter also syas hi. 

 

Jordan: okay sow me up 

 

-They get to work- 

 

-lance cuts the cord and carries them both in his arms to jordan- 

 

Jordan: ahh my little parasites 

 

Lance; Your daughter has a tail. It should go away in a few days. 

 

Jordan: i hate you more now bass 

 

Lance: I know. I can't tell you enough times how sorry I am. 



 

Jordan: just shut up already 

 

-the babies are still crying- 

 

-a couple days later- 

 

Jordan: ahh my little angelica and tyler 

 

-full names: angelica glenn bass, tyler tommy bass- 

 

-they were feeding- 

 

Lance; Well her tail is gone. They won't be able to transform till 

they're older. 

 

Lance: my family is all lycans so I know these things. 

 

-jordan had the babies resting along ehr sides with them under 

her shirt- 

 

Jordan: and i'm not. thank you for dragging me into all this 

 

-jordan couldn't hlep but hate Lance Bass- 

 

Lance; Again I'm sorry. We need to at least try to get along for 

the sake of those two. 



 

-they finish and jordan pulls them out handing angelica to lance- 

 

Jordan: burp her 

 

-jordan puts tyler on her shoulder and burps him- 

 

Lance: Okay. -takes her and burps her- 

 

Jordan: well my c cups are now d's thanks to these two 

 

Lance: That's one thing you can thank tehm for. 

 

Jordan: i thoguht you hated d-cups? 

 

Lance; I don't hate them I'm just kinda sick of women who use 

thier large brests to thier advantage all the time. 

 

Jordan: well one thing i'm starting to like about you Bass 

 

Lance; Thanks. 

 

-she lies tyler down in his crib. they are on their own bus- 

 

Lance; i just hope Chris isn't being a total dick to Laura. 

 



Jordan: ya know i've been getting asked by joey if he could feed 

off me 

 

Lance; Wow. 

 

Jordan: now the kids are out......... 

 

Lance: The guy is gay but he does his fair share of being a dick. 

Chances are the guys will want to feed off you and Laura. If they 

bug you just tell them no. You both just needt obe careful about 

the blue moon. 

 

Jordan: not worried. i'm just staying around because i am not 

rasing puppies by mesely 

 

Lance: I would have asked to have visitation rights anywyas. 

 

-jordan lies down on the bed groaning- 

 

Lance; If you want we can have Laura babysit. That way we can 

make sure Chris doesn't try anything again. 

 

Jordan: no they have to have a father figure and i'm stuck with 

you 

 

Jordan: i'm not worried about Laura they've actually been see 

each other ofr  a while bass 



 

-jordan goes into the bathroom staring the shower- 

 

Inner Lance; But Chris is getting that look again. Laura's on the 

first part of her cycle and part of his brain knows it. I just hope 

he dosen't try anything. They haven't had sex in months but 

Chris might lose it. 

 

-jordan doesn't shut the door and strips down- 

 

Jordan: well my body seems to be back to its origonal figure 

 

-Lance reads a book and lays on the couch- 

 

Lance: Another thing you can thank those two for. 

 

Jordan: i can't believe i have manga boobs now 

 

-jordan goes intot he shower- 

 

Lance; You read manga? 

 

Jordan: no Laura does. 

 

Lance; Wow... 

 

-on the next bus- 



 

Laura; Chris hvae you seen my manga anywhere? I know i 

didn't leave it in the hotel. 

 

Chris: no clue. Laura i need to wran you about something 

 

Laura; What? 

 

Chris: you see i like can tell your on that part of your cycle and 

my animal side of me wants ot like fertalize you again 

 

Chris: but human side likes you and doesn't want to do that 

 

Laura; Oh crap. 

 

Chris: don't worry but if i like ask you for sex any time soon, 

you'll know half the reason. other half is because i really like you 

 

-chris is staring at Laura's breasts- 

 

Laura: So we've been going out for at least four months and 

you've been fighting back urges that long? Sheesh it must be 

torture for you when you're on sage. The smell must make you 

nasiated. 

 

Laura: And my face is up here. 

 



Chris: yes 

 

-chris looks up- 

 

Chris: i'm sorry but i've had to tell you 

 

Laura; It's okay. And the gays have been acting kinda weird. 

Justin asked if he could feed off me. And the others have looked 

kinda hungry. Did they run out of bloodpacks? 

 

Chris: blue moon is coming up. thats hwen they go full form then 

atack lots of things and people are changed into vampires 

 

Chris: don't owrry i'll protect you 

 

Laura; Okay. -she looks a little worried- 

 

-chris goes up and hugs her around the wasit- 

 

Chris: i'm your gardian puppy 

 

Laura: Good doggy. -pats his head bruing her face in his chest- 

 

-chris sighs- 

 

Chris: nice bobbies, i mean Laura 

 



Laura: You are one horny bastard. You sure you havne't been 

reading my manga? 

 

Chris: maybe..... -a while later chris goes up to Laura asking for 

sex- 

 

Laura; No. We already agreed we'd wait for a while. I know for 

you four months might seem like a long time but still. 

 

Chris: can i hire a hooker? 

 

Laura: It's your bus. 

 

Laura; As long as you use protection and don't get any diseases. 

 

Chris: i llove you 

 

-kisses her and goes to a phone- 

 

-while later girl is on bus then off bus and chris is smiling- 

 

Chris: not at all anything like you Laura 

 

Chris: she sort of sucked 

 

Laura: lets hope she dosen't get puppies. 

 



-Laura is reading her manga- 

 

Chris: she says she's on the pill 

 

Laura; I found it in your room. 

 

Chris: yeah i'm had to jerk off to somethin 

 

Laura: Would that explain why the corner's or a couple pages 

are sticky? 

 

-chris smiles- 

 

Laura; if you think the boobs in this manga are big you should 

read some hentai. 

 

-meanwhile on baby bus- 

 

Jordan: oh my god lance 

 

Lance; yes? 

 

Jordan: nothing. 

 

-jordan is dressing and checking ont he kids- 

 

-baby one is fussy- 



 

Jordan: its just tyler looks alot like you 

 

Jordan: and fussy just like you 

 

Lance; Really? Angie looks lie you. 

 

-jordan comes into the front carrying tyler- 

 

Lance: Only she seems more laid back. 

 

Jordan: shut it 

 

Tyler: fuss fuss fuss fuss fusss fuss fuss fuss fuss. 

 

-jordan sits down next to lance- 

 

Tyler: Calm. 

 

Jordan: after being prego for four monthes i need sex. 

 

Lance; I thought you hated me. 

 

Jordan: yeah but i'm horny so 

 

-jordan takes tyler back to his crib- 

 



Jordan: i'm offering my body to you bass 

 

-she lies down on the bed staring att he wall- 

 

Lance; If you want us to. I need to get some action too. -goes over 

to her takeing his shirt off- 

 

-jordan smiles and takes off her's- 

 

Jordan: i don't have any d bras 

 

Lance: That explains why your boobs are spilling out. 

 

-jordan gets the bra off- 

 

Jordan: happy? 

 

Lance; Boooooooobs. 

 

-jordan gets her pants and boxers off- 

 

-she lies flat on the bed staring at lance- 

 

-Lance takes off his jeans and boxes and lays on her kissing her 

neck- 

 

-jordan moans- 



 

lance: You know the human side of me has always had this 

crush on you. 

 

Jordan: yeah sadly i've had a crush on you while i've been trying 

to hate you 

 

Jordan: i really can't hate you anymore 

 

Lance: at least I don't try to. I never hated you. -begins 

massageing her breasts while fishing around with the other 

hand for a condom- 

 

-jordan moans more- 

 

-Lance coninutes kissing her and slides the condom on. he made 

sure this one was super strength. He gets into position and 

slowly begins to slide in- 

 

-jordan gasps- 

 

Jordan: oh damn 

 

Lance; So damn good. 

 

-jordan groans more putting her hands on lance's back- 

 



Jordan: i can see you needed this 

 

-Soons he's all the way in and he begins moveing. Slowly at first 

but then picking up speed.- 

 

Jordan: so am i going to be your little sex toy everytime you get 

your urges? 

 

Lance; No. I can hire a hooker. 

 

Lance: I'll only have sex with you if you want it. 

 

Jordan: eww they are used cars with rotten seats 

 

Lance; i know. 

 

Jordan: i was saying the little sex toy line in a way your supose 

to go basically then i laugh and moan. men just don't understand 

me 

 

Lance; I've always been clueless when it comes to girls. 

 

Jordan: why not i say that line againa nd see if you can acnswer 

right 

 

Lance; Okay. -picking up speed- 

 



Jordan: so am i going to be your little sex toy everytime you get 

your urges? 

 

Lance: Sure why not. 

 

-jordan giggles and moans louder getting close- 

 

Lance; I'm close. -pants- 

 

Jordan: i'm gonna -sprays and yells through gritted teeth- 

 

-Lance howls and cums.- 

 

Lance: I love it when you spray. 

 

Jordan: i love it when you howl 

 

-Lance pulls out and throws the condom away before flopping 

next to her- 

 

-jordan covers them with a thin sheet and snuggles agaisnt him- 

 

Jordan: nighty night 

 

Lance: at least til those two wake up -he falls asleep- 

 



-that week went well for them all. lance and jordan fucked 

ALOT- 

 

-chris was jealous- 

 

-Laura avoided sex like the plague. Even neglegtinc to read her 

hentai- 

 

Joey: I love this manga. This guys dick is huge! I can see why 

girls go gaga for manga characters. Thank you for geting me 

hooked Laura. 

 

-the blue moon was aprotching- 

 

Laura: Your welcome. 

 

Jordan: yeah i'm not into anima. just knowing that i have boobs 

as big as them now sucks 

 

Laura: Not all the girls in manga and anime have big boobs. 

 

Chris: ya know the blue moon is coming up guys. how are you 

gonna handle this year? 

 

-jordan was playing with angelica- 

 



Justin: Same as we always have. Lock ourselves up and try to 

stay undercontrol. 

 

Joey: But we need to feed before hand so we don't get too hungry 

when it comes. 

 

Jc: last time we tried that last time and we turned three people 

 

Jc: we have little to no control 

 

Justin; I hope those kids are okay. They were all just seventeen. 

 

Jc: i think they are 

 

Jordan: angelica is such the cuttest little angel 

 

Joey: I talked with the girl. She's doing good. She and her 

boyfriend moved intogether and got married a year ago. 

 

Laura: I know! And she' 

 

Jordan: um... tell me i didn't just say cuttest little angel 

 

Laura: You did, 

 

Jordan: ugh 

 



Jordan: i can't help it she is my kid 

 

Laura: But they're so adorable! Like fluffy little puppies! 

 

Joey; How long have you two been friends? 

 

-lance comes inwith tyler- 

 

Justin; You guys are like compleate opposites. 

 

Jordan: since middle school 

 

Joey: i take it Laura has always been the girly girl. 

 

Jordan: you can say we comlete each other 

 

Laura: Yeah. 

 

-angelica giggles and everyone awws- 

 

-tyler reaches out to Jordan and makes baby noises- 

 

Jordan: okay bass trade 

 

Lance; This kid is a real mommas boy. -hands tyler over and 

scoops up angelica- 

 



-tyler clings to jordan- 

 

Jordan: just like his daddy 

 

Laura: And Angie is a little daddy's girl. 

 

Jordan: just like mommy 

 

-tyler tries to nurse- 

 

-he begins to fuss- 

 

Joey; Or he's just hungry. 

 

Lance; They'll take a bottle from me but not Jordan. 

 

Jordan: he is still like Lance 

 

-jordan lifts her shirt feeding them. chris stares- 

 

feeding him 

 

Joey; Careful dude don't make Laura jelous. 

 

Jordan: it was funny. yesterday i was trying to give tyler and 

angelica bottles but they were grabbing at my boobs. it really 

sucks that i have three people attcking them nonestop 



 

-jordan looks at lance- 

 

Lance: Hey I only attack them whn you ask. These two atack 

whenver thier stomachs start growling which is every hour or 

so. 

 

Jordan: you attack every hour or so. i woke up to him attcking 

them 

 

-tyler finishes and jordan burps him- 

 

Justin; Smart kids. 

 

-tyler burps loudy- 

 

Jc: sounds like joey 

 

Joey: Bravo little man! 

 

-they appalud- 

 

-jordan hands tyler back over to lance. he now has them both- 

 

Jordan: give mother a break 

 

Lance: I'll put them to bed. -he goes- 



 

Laura: so Lance is from a Lycan family. And justin is from a 

vampire family. Were the rest of you all humans once? 

 

Jc: can't rememebr when i was but yes 

 

Chris: same here 

 

Laura: Joey? 

 

Joey: i was changed not too long agoa nd i love my life 

 

-later that night lance and chris are pushing jordan and Laura 

into a room with the babies. they look horrified- 

 

Laura; What's going on? 

 

Jordan: yeah seriously 

 

Chris: blue moon 

 

Laura: Oh god. 

 

-opens a curtian and well there is the big moon- 

 

Jordan: ahh 

 



Laura; It's so pretty. Is it really the night when thye go all 

crazy? 

 

Jordan: the beautiful are always the worse 

 

-the door begins to be pounded ona nd you can hear the guys out 

there- 

 

Jc: open the damn door! 

 

Lance: No way guys! Okay we're going t olock you girls in. Thiers 

food and water and baby formula. You girls just sit tight and 

we'll come get you when it's over. 

 

Jordan: okay then 

 

-they transform and leave through another door- 

 

Jordan: how wonderful 

 

Laura: I'm scared. I hope they're okay. 

 

Inner Babies: Where's Dad? 

 

-suddenly the window shatters and justin is stadning there- 

 

Jordan: holy shit thats what a vampire looks like! 



 

-Laura screams- 

 

-the babies begin to scream- 

 

-justin grabs jordan flying back out the window- 

 

-jordan is screaming bloody murder- 

 

inner jordan: i hate Laura for entering that damn contest 

 

-Laura grabs hold of the babies trying to protct them- 

 

inner Laura: This is all my falut! I shouldn't have done this to 

her. 

 

inner babies: were did momma go 

 

-they stop screaming and go for Laura's breast- 

 

Laura: It's okay kids. Whoa! Hey Off! 

 

inner babies: food 

 

Laura; You guys are heading for dry wells you kno that right? 

 

-the babies begin to fuss for food- 



 

inner babies: food food food 

 

Laura: I'm not nurseing you. But I will give you bottles. -gets the 

aby formula ready- Here. Eat up. 

 

-the babies eat and chris and lance ocme in slamming the door- 

 

Chris: okay it is almost over 

 

Laura; They got Jordan. 

 

Chris: wait WHAT?! 

 

lance; Laura what happened. 

 

Laura; justin escaped and dragged her out. I tried to go after 

them but the babies started screaming. He would have taken 

them too. 

 

Chris: we got all the guys locked up. he must have left her 

somehwere 

 

-they hear a door burst opena nd chris swears- 

 

Chris: damn it they got loose. stay Laura dna babies 

 



Lance; I'll go find Jordan. 

 

-they go- 

 

-the babies begin to scream again. they were reaching fro their 

daddy- 

 

Laura; It'll be oka you two. Daddy's gonna find Momma. 

 

inner babies: he better! 

 

Laura: In the meantime just sit tight and stop gropeing me! 

 

-a while later dawn breaks- 

 

-Laura leaves the room babies asleep- 

 

Chris: we can't find jc or jordan 

 

Laura; Did you find her? 

 

Laura; Oh no. 

 

-justina nd joey were standing behind him- 

 

Justin: i can't really rememebr but i like felt her somewhere but 

she isn't there 



 

Laura; Where would Jc hide? And where do you think you would 

have left her/ 

 

Chris: come on lets go check the rooms 

 

-Laura looks in some of the rooms and the others split up and 

check the others- 

 

-they find jc in a room crying and jordan on the ground pale and 

bloody- 

 

Jc: i couldn't stop myself i'm sorry! 

 

Lance; Oh god. Jordan! We need to get her to a hospital quickly! 

 

-they hear babies crying down the hall- 

 

Justin: lance go to your kids! 

 

Lance; Okay. -he goes overto thier room- It's okay you two. 

Daddy's here. Momma's gonna be okay. 

 

inner babies: daddy! 

 

-they reach out for him- 

 



-Lance picks them up- 

 

Lance: It's gonna be okay guys. it's gonna be okay. 

 

-later that afternoon lance is asleep on his bed with the babies 

on either side of him- 

 

-they are on their backs awake and squirming around, playing 

with lance's hands- 

 

Joey; We got Jordan to a vampire hospital. We don't know if it's 

too late to give her the antidote. 

 

-lance is fast asleepa nd the babies look at joey sucking on 

lance's fingers- 

 

-they look so cute- 

 

Joey: Hey you two. 

 

Justin: i need a picture 

 

-justin pulls out a camera and takes a picture- 

 

Laura: Here's my camera. 

 

Jc: lance wore himself out 



 

-the babies looks uprised at the flash and noise- 

 

-justin takes a picture with Laura's camera- 

 

-again with the suprised looks- 

 

inner babies: wtf 

 

-lance graons waking up- 

 

Justin: Your kids aren't used to flash. 

 

-the babies look up at him still holding onto his hands- 

 

Lance: So what's the news with Jordan? Is she okay? 

 

-the babies are just look back and forth between everyone- 

 

Jc: we don't know 

 

inner babies; huh? 

 

Justin: your kids are sucking on your hands 

 

Lance: I should have done a better job protecting her. 

 



Jc: its my fault okay? i slightly rememebr finding her ina room 

sleeping and i............. 

 

Lance; Wait. /they're sucking on my hands? -looks at them- I 

think they're teething. 

 

Justin: oh yeah they develop fast 

 

-lance feels teeth- 

 

Joey: poor jordan's boobs 

 

Inner Babies: nom nom nom nom nom nom nom nom nom nom 

nom nom. 

 

-the babies kick their feet- 

 

Justin: thats just too cute 

 

Lance: It's a good thing form them they're cute. Something tells 

me they're gonna be a handful. 

 

-the babies begin to fuss- 

 

inner babies: i want mommie 

 



Lance; I rest my case. -picks them up- It's okay you two. 

Momma's gonna be home soon. She's in the hospital right now. 

 

-the babies begin screaming- 

 

Justin: ow -covers his ears- 

 

Laura: I've heard they can get as loud as a jet engine. 

 

Justin: i don't think they are stupid! 

 

Lance: They're smart kids. 

 

-lance tries to calm them down- 

 

-they just keep screaming- 

 

Lance; She's okay she's gonna be home soon. 

 

Joey: feed them or something! binkies 

 

-joey is also covering his ears- 

 

Lance: Pacifiers it is. -puts pacifiers in thier mouths. -angelica 

goes right to sleep- 

 

-tyler spits it out and screams more- 



 

inner tyler: MOMMY! 

 

-Lance puts Angelica down and tries rocking tyler to sleep. he 

goes into another room shutting the door to blcok out the noise- 

 

-tyler keeps waling- 

 

Justin: dude that kid doesn't seem happy 

 

-what is Laura doing?- 

 

Laura: He's at the age where the world is dvided into two things. 

Mom and not mom. 

 

Joey: but angelica is sleeping like an agel. maybe thats why her 

name is angelica 

 

Jc: she's angelic 

 

Laura; It would make sense. Hey where's Chris? 

 

Chris: i'm right here. just got back from the hospital 

 

Laura: And? 

 

-he walks int eh room tired- 



 

Chris: we now have four vampires 

 

-he says it softly- 

 

Laura; Oh my god. 

 

Joey: Wow.... 

 

-jc sits ont he bed rubbing his face- 

 

Jc: i'm am such an ass hole 

 

Justin; At least she's still alive. 

 

Joey: who should tell Lance? 

 

Laura: something like this was bound to happen eventually. 

 

Laura; Chris should tell him. He's a wearwlof so if Lance claws 

him it won't kill him. 

 

-chris goes into the another- 

 

-the door to the other room flys across the room ans lance comes 

barging in- 

 



Lance; Sorry about tyler. He's been screaming. 

 

-scratch that- 

 

Lance; You can't be right! 

 

Jc: she is i'm sorry lance! 

 

-lance looks readyt o kill jc- 

 

Lance; You turned her! She's been cursed for life likethe rest of 

us! 

 

Jc: stop yelling at me i am sorry what more do you want?! 

 

-jc stands up getting in his face- 

 

-chris is trying to calm down tyler himself but it ain't workin- 

 

-Lance sits down crying- 

 

-tylers screams and lance's crying really make everyone in a 

snotty mood- 

 

Inner Lance; a vampire and werwolf together is a rare thing. 

Will it even work? 

 



-Laura and Joey leave so that they don't blow up in anyone's 

face- 

 

-chris gets yelled at by jc who says its his fult- 

 

Lance: -calming down a bit- Is she allowed visiotrs? 

 

Jordan: they let me out -she is standing at the door pale but a 

bandage on her neck- 

 

Lance; I'm sorry. 

 

-Tyler reaches out in Jordan's direction- 

 

-jordan goes over taking tyler who crys into ehr chest- 

 

Jordan: momma's here i'm fine its okay tyler 

 

Inner Tyler: MOMMY! 

 

-his face is red. he turns his head to the side looking at the wall 

sniffling- 

 

Lance; I'm sorry. I should have donea better job of protecting 

you. 

 

Jordan: mommy won't leave you baby its okay sweetheart 



 

-jordan didn't want to talk to anyone but comfort her son- 

 

-she goes into the other room holding tyler- 

 

-Chris and Justin leave- 

 

-Laura goes in and sees her- 

 

-joey goes in to calm down lance- 

 

Laura; It's going to be okay Jordan. 

 

Jordan: you don't know that -tyler is alseep in her arms- 

 

Laura; But we don't know that it will be horrible either. 

 

Jordan: i just.... -she sighs- why did we have to do the contest? 

 

Laura; Because we didn't know. We thought it was just going to 

be some fun. We didn't know this was going to happen. 

 

Jordan: man and i was the one not trusting them. chris and 

lance looked like they needed a fuck bad 

 

Laura: They did. But for me this is the most adventure I've ever 

had. I'm kinda glad i got mixed up in all this. 



 

Jordan: i'm a mom and a vampire now. why is it i don't regret 

anything? 

 

Laura; I had sex with a wearwolf before I was ready. And i think 

I'm in love with him. And i don't regrest it either.  

 

-jordan stands up- 

 

Jordan: i'm going to put tyler to bed. how long was he 

screaming? 

 

Laura; A god long while. He really missed you. 

 

Laura; Can i tell you a secret? Well it's a secret for now. 

 

Jordan: yeah 

 

Laura; I'm thinking about asking Chris to turn me. 

 

-jordan stares at Laura blankly- 

 

Jordan: but i'm your friedn you should be a vampire! -jordan is 

smiling though- 

 

Laura: I don't know. I don't really like the idea of immortality. 

 



Jordan: you'll be horny like chris then there will be many MANY 

puppies, and werewolves are immortal 

 

Jordan: Lance says the only way they can die is by a vampire or 

their own kind 

 

Laura: I'd rather spend an eternity with him than one life alone. 

 

Laura: I'm on the pill. 

 

Jordan: well you can be a lycan and i can be a vampire 

 

Laura; I'm going to ask him tonight. 

 

-jordan smiles and goes into the other room putting tyler down. 

joey leaves the room- 

 

Jordan: hye joey? 

 

Joey: Yeah? 

 

Jordan: tell jc............. thanks 

 

Joey: Okay. He'll feel better. 

 

-that night- 

 



Chris: hey Laura. i like that nightgown on you 

 

-he smiles staring at her chest again- 

 

Laura: Thanks. My mom told me to never waste money on fancy 

nightgowns. She said that this is what guys will say without fail 

everytime. "it's very nice now take it off" 

 

Laura: -sits down next to him- Chris I need to ask you 

something. 

 

Chris: quite true but i know you won't take it off. ask away 

 

Laura; You love me right? 

 

-chris puts his hand on ehr wasit rubbing there and staring at 

ehr chest again- 

 

Chris: of course. its been many monthes 

 

Laura; You don't need to be under a blue moon to turn someone 

do you? 

 

Chris: of course not. the blue moon is for vampires and whoever 

they bite most likely they die or change 

 

Laura: Change me then. 



 

Chris: to change someone for werewolves and vampire we just 

bite them and enject our venom 

 

-chris stares Laura int eh face- 

 

Chris: wait what did you say? 

 

Laura; I want this. I love you. I want to be bitten by you. 

 

Chris: love means that you want the best for the other perosn. 

changing you isn't a good idea Laura 

 

Laura: Why not? 

 

inner chris: but i want you to be like me 

 

Chris: becasue being a lycan isn't fun and there are alot of 

negatives. and its alot harder then a vampire in the beginning 

 

Laura; I don't care as long as it means being with you. 

 

-chris sighs- 

 

Chris: let me think about this. alot of me wants to bite you, but 

part of me isn't sure and i need tot hink about it 

 



Laura: Okay. I'll be in my room. 

 

-chris kisses her good night- 

 

-she goes into the back room- 

 

-chris can't really sleep that night- 

 

-meanwhile- 

 

Jordan: lance i am fine about this. really 

 

Lance: You're sure? 

 

Jordan: i can't go back. besides the kids are immortal and you 

are and i would ahve been the human int he family 

 

Jordan: and i love you and now i can be with you all forever 

 

Lance: That's true. 

 

Jordan: i can't believe i said that but i do love you 

 

-jordan wraps her arms arounf his neck- 

 

Lance: I love you too. -kisses her- 

 



-jordan pulls away- 

 

Lance; By the way. Joey called. Jc feels better now. 

 

Jordan: can you get this bandage off me? and i'm glad 

 

Lance: Sure. -takes it off- 

 

-there is a red bite mark on her neck- 

 

Jordan; is it bad? 

 

lance: I've seen worse. lycan bites are worse and they leave 

marks that last fora while. 

 

Jordan: mkay. were the kids scared? 

 

Lance; They wouldn't stop crying. 

 

Jordan: i found angelica sleeping when i got here. i guess he isn't 

atached to me like tyler is 

 

Jordan: she's attached to you though 

 

Lance; Either that or she knew you were going to be okay. 

 

-jordan shrugges- 



 

Jordan: justin showed me those pictures of the babies sucking 

on your fingers 

 

Jordan: you were dead asleep 

 

Lance; Yeah. They're teething. Those little fangs hurt. 

 

Jordan: you grow boobs and have them feed off of them. then 

you tell me hurt! 

 

Lance; I think it's time to ween them. 

 

Jordan: ya think? -jordan kisses lance- you think you could 

make my boobs feel better? 

 

Lance; Sure. -reaches up her shirt and masages them- 

 

-jordan sighs- 

 

Lance; That feel better? When you were gone they were tryi9ng 

to nurse off Laura. 

 

Jordan: oh my god. she does have boobs bigger then mine 

 

-the oh my god was a moan- 

 



Lance; -continues massageing- yeah but they wouldn't have been 

able to get anything out- 

 

Jordan: if they did i'd be worried 

 

Lance; And i'd haveto kill chirs. 

 

-jordan lifts off her shirt sitting on the bed- 

 

-Lance takes off his- 

 

Jordan: no Laura would have been like me. he'd suffer with her 

 

Lance: But didn't she say something about being in denial? 

 

Jordan: well she has some regrets about it but hell she is in love 

with him 

 

Lance; I take it she has issues? 

 

-jordan lies down on the bed taking a deep breathe- 

 

Jordan: she was chris to change her 

 

-Lance takes off his shirt but then stops- 

 



Lance: That's going to have him torn. Well I guess we'll find out 

more in the morning. 

 

-jordan nods- 

 

-lance was wearing two shirts- 

 

-He takes off his jeans and begins kissing her from her mouth 

then moveing down- 

 

Lnace: It was cold out. I dressed in layers. 

 

Jordan: i don't care wour almost naked now 

 

-jordan moans- 

 

-Lance takes off the other shirt and puls off his boxes before 

getting to work on jordan's jeans- 

 

-jordan lifts her hips- 

 

-Lance slides off her jeans and underwear and begins sucking on 

her- 

 

-jordan throws her head back- 

 

Jordan: crap you haven't done this before 



 

Lance; First time for everything. 

 

Jordan: was wondering when you would -moans- 

 

-Lance continues sucking and licking for a while before getting a 

condom on and getting into position- 

 

-jordan puts her arms up and lance pins them above her head- 

 

Lance; Lets do this -pushes in and begins moveing- 

 

-jordan moans and groans- 

 

Jordan: this feels a little different now -gasp- 

 

-Lance is panting and groaning- 

 

Lance; Maybe cause we're getting more adventureous? 

 

Jordan: i dont know but i like this 

 

Lance; Me too. 

 

-jordan arches her back. lance lets go of her arms and she grabs 

his back sitting up a little- 

 



-Lance is soon close only he howls alot more even before he's 

close- 

 

-jordan grits her teeth. when lance comes and pulls out she 

srays all over him and screams- 

 

Jordan; fuck yeah 

 

-Lance lets out one final loud howl that nearly wakes the babies- 

 

Lance; That was awesome. 

 

Jordan: fuck yes 

 

-she falls to the bed- 

 

-Lance throws the condom away and goes to sleep- 

 

-the next morning- 

 

-the babies are squirming and batting at each other while jordan 

and alnce are still asleep snuggled together- 

 

-then tyler screams- 

 

-jordan groans- 

 



Inner Babies: WE WANT FOOD! WE WANT FOOD! 

 

Jordan: you get them 

 

-jordan rolls onto her side- 

 

Lance: I'll feed em. he gets up and feeds the babies then places 

them in thier playpen before going back to bed- 

 

Jordan: i have my puppy triained 

 

Lance: I'm just glad tomorrow is the final show. 

 

-jordan rolls back over facing lance- 

 

Jordan: the tour was lots of fun 

 

Lance; The guys and I are working on our new album. We're 

going to be on tour again in probably less than a year. 

 

-jordan smiles reaching down to lanc'es cock- 

 

Jordan: thats cool 

 

Lance; I'm gonna needto get up soon. Gotta set up for tonights 

show. 

 



Jordan: did you know me and beck actually have written songs 

in the past? we got bored 

 

Lance; Can I see some? 

 

-jordan moves her hand slowly- 

 

Jordan: after our shower -she whispers it into his ear- 

 

Lance: Okay. -He gets up and goes inot the shower- 

 

-on another bus- 

 

Justin; So what was that call last night for Jc? 

 

Joey; Yeah. You looked kinda worried last night. 

 

Jc: It was Chris. I guess Laura wants to become like him. 

 

Joey: oh boy. 

 

Justin: what does he want to know? 

 

Jc: He wanted my input on whether or not he should do it. 

 

Justin: what did you tell him? 

 



Jc: I told him to tell her all the pros and cons then if she still 

wants to do it then do it. It's obvious those two love eachother 

and I told him that if she's really the one for him that he should 

do it unless he wants to be looking for herreincarnation every 

hundered years. 

 

Joey; that might be a good idea. He'll be thinking about it all day. 

I just hopw he can concentrate on the show tonight. 

 

-the show that night- 

 

Laura; I've never seen them perform this well. 

 

Laura; How much longer do you think they'll be able to keep us a 

secret from the media? 

 

Jordan: beats me 

 

Laura: Chris is still trying to decide. Do you think he will/ 

 

Jordan: i think he will 

 

Laura; I hope so. i can't tell you how badly I want this. 

 

Jordan: if chris won't do it you'll go out and find someone to do it 

for him 

 



Laura; Yes. You know me too well. 

 

-the show ends- 

 

Chris: Laura? 

 

-he is still high from the show- 

 

Laura; Yeah? You look so good when you're sweaty. 

 

Chris: i want to do this. i want you to be like me 

 

-he smiles- 

 

Chris: i've thoguht about it and i'm going to do it 

 

Laura; Alright then. Meet me on the bus in an hour. 

 

-chris nods going to change- 

 

-She's smileing. she kisses him then runs to the bus- 

 

-that night- 

 

Laura: Alright. I'm ready. Lets do this. 

 



Chris: Laura, i want to mkae love to you. i want to do that before 

i do this 

 

-shris is serious- 

 

Laura; Okay. Can I ask why? 

 

Chris: i just, it will make it less painful 

 

Laura: Okay. -she strips in fron of him and goes into the back 

room motioning for him to follow. She lays on her bed spreading 

her legs wide- 

 

-chris stands a littel stunned- 

 

Laura; What? 

 

Chris: i wanted it to go a little slower but.......... 

 

Laura: We can do that. 

 

-he strips and lies down on top of her- 

 

Chris: i'm not in the mood to go fast for once 

 

Laura; We've got time. 

 



-chris kisses her neck holding her hips- 

 

-Laura arches her back her head tipped back giving Chris more 

room- 

 

-chris slowly moves down kissing everywhere- 

 

-Laura has her hands on his back gasping whenver he hits a 

hotspot- 

 

-chris goes between ehr legs slipping a finger inside ehr and 

sucking- 

 

-She moans and grips his shoulders- 

 

-chris pushes another finger inside her and presses it up against 

ehr walls quickly- 

 

Laura; More please. Don't stop. 

 

-chris stops sucking and pulls his fingers in and out fast holding 

her legs apart- 

 

-Panting and gasping Laura grabs the sheets. She's practically 

sitting upright- 

 

-chris grabs a condom and puts it on- 



 

Laura; And now forthe grand finale. 

 

-chris lies Laura down and pushes in- 

 

Chris: fuck 

 

Laura; My feelings exactly. god you feel so good Chris. 

 

-chris slowly thrust his hips licking Laura's neck- 

 

Laura: Don't stop I'm begging you. -She grips his back leaving 

tiny scratch marks- 

 

-chris moves faster getting close himself- 

 

Chris: come on....... 

 

-Laura is moaning and she gets close her voice getting high 

pitched. Finally she lets out another scream- 

 

-right when she screams from her orgasm chris bites her neck 

cumming himself- 

 

-he injects the venom- 

 

-he is holding her hand- 



 

-Laura grips him. There's some tears running down her cheek 

but she's smileing- 

 

-chris pulls out licking the little blood on her neck- 

 

Chris: i;m gonnabe right here baby 

 

Laura; Don't go please. -hugging him her face buried into him- 

 

-chris holds her still inside her. Laura soon begins to violetly 

shake witht eh venom hits her systema nd ehr eyes go white- 

 

Inner Laura; At long last! 

 

-chris holds her tightly and orgams again from the shaking- 

 

inner chris: okay now that was interesting 

 

Laura: I'm okay. Really. -she spasams again only shes foaming- 

 

-chris pulls out throwing the condom that was nearly over 

flowing away. she puts ons a robe and covers up Laura- 

 

Chris: sleep okay? 

 

Laura; I'll try. Stay with me? 



 

-chris nods istting down by her bed- 

 

-he holds her hand- 

 

-she lays down and pulls her blanket over herslef with her other 

hand. She falls asleep but spasams all through the night- 

 

-in the morning- 

 

Lance; -knocking on the door- Chris? Can I come in? We've got 

an interview in a couple of hours dude we need to get going. 

 

Chris: yeah come on it 

 

-Lance walks in- 

 

Lance; So is everything okay? 

 

-Laura is finally fast asleep still covered up. chris is freashly 

showered and dressed- 

 

Chris: everything is fine. 

 

Lance: You and Laura mustve been at it all night. She looks 

tuckered out. 

 



Chris: no we made love i changed her and she was transforming 

all night 

 

lance; Wow... 

 

-jordan walks into the room, dressed in jeans and one of lance's 

green shirts- 

 

Lance: For a transformation that was pretty quick. 

 

Jordan: i like this shirt. and how's beck 

 

Chris: she's fine. just pooped 

 

-jordan goes over and sits ont he bed next to beck- 

 

Lance; She should be okay. lycan transformations are alays 

exausting. 

 

-Laura is out cold- 

 

Jordan: i'll stay you guys go do your interveiw. my 

transformation was short ungly and to the point 

 

Lance; Okay. If anything happens give us a call. 

 



Jordan: okie dokie. don't forget lance you said you wanted to 

take the kids with you 

 

Lance; They're in the limo. 

 

Chris: is that a smart idea man? what are you going to say when 

they ask you about them? 

 

Lance; I'll tell the truth. I'll say I have a grilfriend and we had a 

little accident and that they're my kids. 

 

Jordan: good luck with that! 

 

-they go- 

 

-a while later Laura wakes up- 

 

Laura; ow. My neck. 

 

Jordan: go shower. you look messy 

 

-jordan has some clothes set out for her already- 

 

Laura; Okay. -she gets up and showers- 

 

-when she gets out she still looks tried and her eyes still have 

bits of gold in them- 



 

Laura; -while she's getting dressed- We did it. 

 

Jordan: i can see that 

 

-she is looking in the trash where the over flowing condom is- 

 

Laura; How's the bite mark loo? 

 

Jordan: lance says it is worse then vampires bites and last long. 

your neck looks like a blue bruis with dog marks in it- 

 

Jordan: you sure your on the pill? 

 

Laura; It hurts like hell too. 

 

Laura: Yeah. I've missed a couple days but that was last week. 

Why? 

 

Jordan: have you not seen this? -she picks up the trash can 

showing her inside it- 

 

Laura: so? I'm not preggo. I'm not barfing am I/ 

 

Jordan: wolfy horny much? 

 

Jordan: not all woman get morning sickness 



 

Laura; Well I don't blame him I did keep him waiting for a good 

five months. And i'm not preggo. Tyler and Angie won't have any 

cousins. 

 

Jordan: uh-huh 

 

-jordan turns on the TV- 

 

-later- 

 

Chris: we are back! and we can finally head home 

 

Lance: Everyone loves the kids. 

 

Jordan: good. 

 

Jordan: hey where do you guys live anyways? 

 

Laura; I'll call you when I get back to my apartment okay Chris? 

 

Lance; I have a place in LA but we all live ing orlando. 

 

Chris: i thought you were gonna head back home with me? 

 

Laura: You're sure? 

 



Jordan: don't leave alone with them Laura! 

 

-jordan hugs her around the legs- 

 

Jordan: save me 

 

Laura: Don't forget we still need to clean out the apartment and 

turn in the keys. I'm just glad I'm done with art school. 

 

Jordan: i'm glad i have my psycology degree 

 

Chris: wait phsycology? 

 

Jordan: yeah, why? 

 

Laura; so she can help us when we're all loseing our minds for 

one reason or another. 

 

Chris: no i also have my bachalors degree in psycology 

 

Chris: had to do somethin in college 

 

Laura; Cool. 

 

-they pack their bags heading out- 

 

-they stop in Laura and jordan town- 



 

-the babies wondring what the hell is going on- 

 

Laura; Home so not so sweet home. 

 

Jordan: you two be good for daddy. mommy will be gone for a 

while 

 

Jordan: lets just hurry and move out of this place 

 

-tyler cries- 

 

Jordan: ah tyler 

 

-she picks him up kissing his head- 

 

-Laura runs in and starts getting all her stuff out of the 

apartent- 

 

Jordan: mommy's sorry but i hav eto go. ta-ta 

 

-hands him to lance and heads intot eh palce too- 

 

-tyler sniffles- 

 

Lance; Mommy will be back soon okay little man? 

 



-they all head to orlando- 

 

-lance shows the kids there room- 

 

Joey: big room guys lots of fun in here 

 

Tyler: b-ig 

 

Lance; These two are too smart for thier own good. 

 

Joey: what do you have to say angelica? 

 

-joey is hold her- 

 

Angelica; down. 

 

Joey: fine 

 

-joey sits her ont eh ground and she crawls through the room. 

they are a couple monthes old- 

 

Tyler: momma 

 

Laura; This is a nice place. 

 

-jordan is still getting becka nd her's crap over to orlando- 

 



-Laura ditched her cause she wanted chris and was lazy- 

 

Lance; She'll be back soon bud. 

 

Laura: And she's gonna kill me. 

 

-angelica giggles and tugs on ehr dad's pant legs- 

 

Angelica: bother 

 

Lance; Yes Angelica that's your brother. 

 

Joey: i'd give tyler to her 

 

Tyler: sis 

 

-lance sets tyler down- 

 

-they cralw around the room chewing on things- 

 

Justin; Thier room is going to be destroyes isn't it. 

 

-angelica goes to their crib and naws on the leg with her sharp 

cainine teeth- 

 

Joey: i'd say so 

 



Lance; Pretty much. 

 

Angelica: nom nom nom nom nom nom nom 

 

Joey; Just wait till they get thier permenant teeth. 

 

Jordan: beck i hate you for leaving me but your crap is out int 

eh damn truck! -jordan yells fromt eh front door- 

 

Laura; I love you too. -goes down to get it.- 

 

Twins: momma 

 

Lance; Yes momma. 

 

-they crawl out of the room- 

 

-they go really fast wanting mother- 

 

Lance; Damn they crawl fast. 

 

Joey: dang look at them go 

 

Justin: Don't go after them. I wanna time this. 

 

lance; I have to! They're heading for the stairs! 

 



-jordan looks up the stairs- 

 

-lance goes after them- 

 

Jordan: lance don't! 

 

-he stops- 

 

-they go down butt first crawling down each step- 

 

Jordan: dang 

 

Twans: mommy! 

 

Lance; I think they might end up skiiping a grade or two. 

 

-they reach the floor and grabs her around the legs- 

 

Jordan: hi parasites 

 

Lance; Hey! Eventually they're going to learn what that means. 

 

-tyler stands up but it holding extremly tightly to her leg- 

 

-jordan picks him up- 

 

Jordan: hi tyler 



 

-tyelr hugs her around the neck sniffling- 

 

Tyler: Mommy. 

 

Jordan: you big baby quit acting like your father 

 

-she is smiling. angelica sits down by jordan staring at her- 

 

Angelica: Hungry. 

 

Jordan: look at your father. he knows where the baby food is i've 

never been here before. i still can't beleive how big this place is 

 

-angelica starts to go up the stairs again- 

 

Lance: And this is just the front.. 

 

Angelica: food daddy food 

 

-Lance picks her up and carries her to the kitchen and get out 

the baby food. 

 

-angelica squirms in ehr high chair. she hates its guts- 

 

inner angelica: i will chew you donw! 

 



Lance; Wait till you're older honey then you can eat in a big kid 

chair. 

 

-angelica starts to naw on the metal bar near her- 

 

Angelica: down 

 

Lance; Don't do that sweetie. You'll break your teeth. 

 

-jordan brings in tyler putting him in his high chair. he sits 

perfectly still- 

 

Jordan: well well well she is taking after me. i hated those things 

 

Lance; sit still Angie. now eat up. -puts the food in front of her. 

 

Jordan: and i had a heck of a teething stage 

 

Jordan: why do yuo call her angie? 

 

Angelica: down 

 

lance; It's a good nickname. 

 

-jordan sighs- 

 

Lance; If you eat your food. 



 

-angelica shoves her hands into the food and holds her ahnds 

up- 

 

Angelica: done! 

 

-tyler eats his food and stares at angeilca- 

 

-jordan cracks up laughing- 

 

Lance: Alright. Be stubborn. -wipes her off and gets her down. 

even he's grinning- 

 

Jordan: dang tyler is being the sweet child and angelica is the 

rebel. they are our children 

 

-angelica eats her food while sitting ont eh ground- 

 

-chris is outsdie helping Laura and the others are bringing in 

jordan's crap- 

 

Lance; It's gonna be interesting seeing them as teenagers. 

 

-jordan shudders- 

 

Jordan: don't remind me 

 



Jordan: you know i haven't met your family at all. 

 

Lance; Chris and Laura live a few blocks down. Joey's next door 

and Justin is across the street. My family is in mississippi. 

 

Jordan: don't they want to see their flesh-eating children? 

 

Tyler: down 

 

-he was finished- 

 

Lance; Okay. -wipes tylers face and hands off and removes his 

bib before letting him down- Mom and Dad want to have you 

over at xmas. 

 

Jordan: ahh. and my pareents are all the way in washington. 

 

Lance; Really. 

 

Jordan: i'm not speaking with my family 

 

-jordan leaves the kitchen- 

 

Lance; Problems? 

 

-tyler and angelica look at eahc other- 

 



Tyler: no family? 

 

Lance; It's hard to explain. We're her family now. 

 

Angelica: food 

 

-she throws her food at lance's face- 

 

-tyler laughs- 

 

Lance; Please don't do that Angie. 

 

-she does it again- 

 

-they both giggle- 

 

Lance; you do that you go to bed and don't get any desert. 

 

-angelica and tyler laugh- 

 

Tiwns: bath 

 

-angelica and ttyler begin to cover themselves in babyfood- 

 

Lance; Yes. Bath. -he picks them up and gets them in the 

bathroom- 

 



-jordan comes up alter whent eh kids are splashing in the water- 

 

Jordan: all my crap is awaya dn all beck's rap is away 

 

Lance; They got food all over themselves. So Laura is finally 

movedin with Chris? lets hope they don't keep the whole 

neighborhood up. 

 

Jordan: i'm not worried -jordan laguhs and grasb a spnoge- 

 

Jordan: you scrub tyler down 

 

Angelica; Food fun! 

 

-jordan grabs agneica and scrubs her while she gets splached- 

 

-lance washes tyler off- 

 

Jordan; you are just as messy as momma 

 

Tyler: dada 

 

Lance; You're cleaner than sissy. 

 

-after they are done jordan wraps tyler in a towel and tickles his 

tummy- 

 



Jordan: your my clean little boya ren't you? 

 

Tyler: *giggles* 

 

-jordan kisses his head and holds him on her hip- 

 

-lance holds angelica who leans up putting ehr arms around his 

necka nd kisses his cheek- 

 

Angelica: love you dada 

 

lance: I love you too. 

 

-that evening the kids are sound asleep and they can hear 

howling in the distance- 

 

Lance: That'll be Chris and Laura at it. 

 

Lance; So can i see some of the songs you were working on? 

 

Jordan: alright 

 

-she is in a long t-shirt only- 

 

-she goes over to ehr bag and pulls out some paper- 

 

Jordan: here 



 

-she hands it to lance- 

 

Jordan: like i said we just wrote when we were bored. that all 

my stuff 

 

Lance; These look pretty good. I take it Laura wrote this one? 

 

Jordan; must have gotten into my stuff. yeah thats her's. the 

rest are mine 

 

Lance; Wow. -looks at the rest of them.- These are really good. 

Laura said something about art school didn't she? 

 

Jordan: yeah. that songs my favorite 

 

lance; I'm gonna go give Johnny a call and have him look at 

these. 

 

Lance: If that's okay with you of course. 

 

Jordan: go ahead 

 

Lance; Okay. 

 

-jordan and lance are sitting on the couch in the living room- 

 



-the fireplace is going- 

 

Lance; so tell me more about how things were bfore the contest. 

 

Jordan: well......... -she sits on alnce lap- 

 

Jordan: we wre going to college. me and beck. she doesn't tlak 

with ehr family mucha nd before i left washington my aprents 

were extermly angry at the fact i was bi and well........... yeah 

 

Lance; What happened with Laura's family. She seems okay 

with them. 

 

Lance: well andyways we should get some sleep. The kids will be 

up and want attention first thing in the morning. -he gets up- 

 

-jordan pulls lance down on top of her- 

 

Lance; Hey. 

 

-jordan smiles putting her arms around his neck- 

 

Lance: Okay we can stay out here. 

 

Jordan: ebck's family just doesn't talk to each toehr alot. and 

why do you want to show johnny those songs of mine? 

 



Lance; Cause I think you girls have something going here. 

 

Jordan: your in buisnees. if johnny wanted to do something with 

us would you become our manager? 

 

Lance; Gladly. 

 

-jordan nods staring into lance's eye- 

 

Jordan: i can still see a gold rim around your eyes 

 

Lance: That's alwats going to be there. 

 

Jordan: its cute 

 

Lance; Stop it you're makeing me blush. 

 

Jordan; your eyes are almost hypnotizing. its make me horny 

just looking at them 

 

-jordan runs ehr hand down lance's pants- 

 

Lance: And you were complaining about me being horney. 

 

Jordan: well i am a vampire! 

 

-her eyes go red- 



 

Jordan: guess its just instinct 

 

Lance; Okay. Lets just try to keep the noise down so the kids 

don't wake up. We don't need them knowing the truth about 

where babies come from just yet. 

 

Jordan: fine 

 

-she bucks her hips- 

 

-Lance strips down and begins to take her shirt off- 

 

-next day- 

 

Lance; Really......Great.....I'll tell her......Yes she also has some of 

the works.......Okay I'll let them know....Thanks johnny. -hangs 

up- 

 

Lance; Johnny says he wants to hear your stuff. 

 

-jordan is trying to get angelica to eat- 

 

Angelica; No. 

 

Jordan: thats.......... angie if i put you in my lap will you eat? 

 



Lance; Angelica listen to mommmy and eat. 

 

Angelica: Yes. 

 

-jordan puts angelica into her lapa dn puts her food in front of 

ehr. jordan was having coffee and a choclote muffin nice and big- 

 

Jordan: now eat child 

 

-angelica eats- 

 

-jordan nibbles on her muffin- 

 

Jordan: so johnny wants to hear my music? 

 

Lance; Yours and Lauras. 

 

Jordan: you call her and tell her 

 

Lance; Okay. -he goes over to the phone and calls- 

 

-that afternoon- 

 

johnny: So do you ladis have some of your stuff ready? 

 

Jordan: yeah 

 



Laura: Here's mine. 

 

-they hand it over and Johnny looks it over- 

 

inner jordan: this is going to be one hell of a day 

 

Johnny; This is good. Now do you think you could sing some of 

this stuff for me? 

 

Jordan: um.... why not. this one o mine goes to piano and i can 

play and sing 

 

Johnny: You go first. Laura can go afterwards. 

 

-jordan sits at a pianoa nd palys her song wait for you- 

 

Johnny: I like it. Now Laura you go. 

 

Laura; Okie dokie. 

 

-Laura goes over and plays what if- 

 

Jordan: what do you think? 

 

Johnny: You both have excellent writeing skills and wonderful 

voices. I think we can get a record deal. now we need to decide if 

you ladies want solo albums or to be a duo? 



 

-jordan looks at Laura- 

 

Jordan: can we tlak about thtis int he other room? 

 

Johnny: Of course. 

 

-jordan takes beck into the other room- 

 

Jordan: this ig going fast 

 

Laura; What do we do? 

 

Jordan: could we be a duo? 

 

Laura; You and I have very diffrent styles. 

 

-something interesting begins to happne with jordan. her eyes 

go orange- 

 

Jordan: but we can still do stuff together 

 

Laura: True....are you okay? 

 

Jordan: what do you mean? 

 

Laura; Your eyes ae orange. 



 

-jordan sighs- 

 

Jordan; jc says that some vampires have speical talatesa nd he 

says his eyes change color when his mood changes 

 

Jordan: he said orange was nervousness 

 

Laura; I can understand that. 

 

Jordan: you think we could do something? 

 

Laura; Perhaps. Our diffrence in styles could really get a wide 

audience. 

 

Jordan: an album....... us together an album............. and writing 

music was my hobby along with me writing stories. oh by the 

way i'm half way throguh the novel i've beenw riting 

 

Jordan: how is your artwork i've seen you doing? 

 

Laura; I've got a million insturmental pieces I've finished and 

i've got some paitings that i'm working on. 

 

Jordan: cool. so shall we do this? 

 

-her eyes go back to hazel- 



 

Laura; Yes. 

 

-they go back in- 

 

Laura: We'll be a duo. Perhaps solo albums later on in the 

didtant future. 

 

Jordan: yeah what she said 

 

Johnny; alright.  i'll have lance come ove and look over your 

conract. You girls can sign it and we can get this show on the 

road! 

 

Jordan: oh boy........... 

 

-later that day- 

 

-jordan was playing with tyler- 

 

Lance; Johnny want you both in the studio first thing tomorrow. 

I'll take care of the kids. The guys like haveing them around.  

 

Jordan: i can't belive this is happening. not at all wanted to 

become a singer, a writer actually 

 

Jordan: but i like singing and performing my stuff 



 

Lance; It's not too late. We can call it off if you want. 

 

Jordan: i want to do it, as long at beck's there 

 

-tyler stands up jordan holding his ahnds- 

 

Lance; Okay. -looks at tyler- Sheesh not even a year old and he's 

already walking. 

 

Jordan: with help 

 

Tyler: Wheeee! 

 

-tyler walks slowly closer to jordan while she holds his hands- 

 

Jordan: your such a big boy. 

 

Tyler: Big! 

 

-jordan's eyes go light blue- 

 

Jordan: yes big! 

 

-there's a knock at the door- 

 

Lance: I'll get it. It's probably Chris and Laura. 



 

-tyler falls and wraps his arms around jordan's neck- 

 

Laura; Wow. Walking alerady. 

 

Chris; I feel so...... 

 

Jordan: old? 

 

Laura; Stop being so insecure Chris.  

 

Chris; I'M NOT OLD! 

 

-jordan laughs and tyler falls on his butt- 

 

Laura; oops. 

 

-angelica is crawling downt he stairs- 

 

-suddenly she slips and slides downt he starisa dn lands one hr 

back on the floor- 

 

Jordan: angelica! 

 

-she screams- 

 

Lance: Angelica! -he runs over to her and scoops her up- 



 

-jordan runs over to them- 

 

Jordan:a re you oaky honey? 

 

Angelica: Owie! -she's crying- 

 

Lance: Nothing broken right? 

 

Jordan: oh baby your gonna be oaky 

 

-jordan checks her legs and arms- 

 

Jordan: where do you hurt? 

 

Lance: Ithink she's okay. 

 

Angelica; Back and head. 

 

-jordan rubs angelica head. she is growing long blond hair. tyler 

is a red head- 

 

Jordan: yeah your gonna be okay sweetheart 

 

-jordan kisses her head and goes back over to tyler- 

 

Lance: next time ask for help going down the stairs. 



 

Tyler: sissy? 

 

Jordan: she'll be fine. from now on you guys get help going down 

the stairs 

 

Lance: Chris Laura there's some coffee over there if you want 

some. 

 

Jordan: thank god you have carpet in every room except for the 

kitchen 

 

Laura: yeah. I'm glad the kids haven't come over to our place. 

that would have been messy. 

 

Jordan: they will sooner or later. and beck johnny wants us to 

begin recorded tomorrow 

 

Laura: Okay. That violin of mine needs to be dusted off anyways. 

 

-the next day- 

 

Johnny: okay on three. One. Two. Three! 

 

-jordan palys the piano and Laura is on the violin- 

 



Johnny: I'm loveing it ladies keep it up! we can have this album 

out in no time. 

 

inner jordan: i wonder if this is being rushed at all. 

 

-after the session- 

 

Johnny: You girls are doing great. Keep up the good work. 

 

Jordan: thank johnny 

 

Laura:  

 

Laura; Thanks. 

 

Johnny: No problem. Now rest up. It's gonna be another big day 

tomorrow. 

 

-they head home- 

 

Laura; That was fun. 

 

Jordan: where are the parasites? 

 

-Laura came over to jordans where lance and chris were 

watching them- 

 



Laura: Did lance say he was takeing them to the studio with 

him> 

 

Jordan: wonder where they are? 

 

Laura: Hey Chris. 

 

Lance; Hey Jordan. The kids loved being in the studio. But I 

think we might have pissed off Johnney. 

 

Jordan: where are they now 

 

Lance: They were in thier room last time I checked. Knawing 

away on everything. 

 

Jordan: mkay. i'll check on them 

 

-she goes upstairs- 

 

Chris: how was the recording? 

 

Laura: It was good. 

 

Chris: thats good 

 

Laura; But you can tel the diffrence in our styles. Mines darker 

and sh'es got a little more light to hers 



 

Chris: shocker 

 

Jordan: LANCE! 

 

Lance: Crap. Gotta go. -runs upstairs- 

 

Lance; Are they chokeing? 

 

Jordan: they are puppies! 

 

-in the room were two dogs- 

 

Lance; Oh it's just thier first transformation. Nothing to worry 

about. They'll change back in a day or so. 

 

Jordan: a day or so? why don't you change and go clean them? 

 

Jordan: like every dog should 

 

Lance; One step ahead of you. -he's already changed and is 

licking them- 

 

-jordan feels left out- 

 

Jordan: well you have fun 

 



-jordan leaves- 

 

Lance; okay. 

 

Laura; Is everything okay? 

 

Tyler: mommy doggy? 

 

Jordan: my children are dogs 

 

Lance; no. Mommy vampire. 

 

-jordan goes to get coffee- 

 

Chris; Lycan puppies change pretty randomly. Don'tworry about 

it. 

 

Chris: what's lance doing? 

 

Jordan: cleaning them 

 

Laura; That's pretty normal though for lycan dads? -she's still 

learning about the whole thing- 

 

Chris: actually.......... the lycan mother is supose to do allt hat.t 

he faher teaches the hunting and the mother teaches them 

grooming and crap 



 

Laura; Wow....All the more reason I don't want kids. 

 

Jordan: becasue i'ma vampire i'm just going to be the maid int 

he house waiting for them to return from their hunt 

 

Laura; Oh don't be like that. You still be thier mom. Besides you 

can teach them other things. How to do choes right. How to do 

thier homework. 

 

Jordan: but with thheir dad being just like them they will go to 

him for most of their porblme.s i'll be here the sex talk 

 

Jordan: which will probably be lance again 

 

Laura: You don't know that. Tyler is a little mommas boy he'll 

probably want to go to you for alot of things. 

 

-jordan goes into the basement without responce- 

 

inner jordan: i shouldn't be attched liekt his but.... i don't know 

anything about lycans and still know squat about vampires 

 

Chris: poor jordan 

 

Laura; This is exactly why I don't want kids for a good long 

while. She's always worrying about things. 



 

Chris: why don't we go up and play witht he puppies 

 

-chris transforms going up teh stairs- 

 

Laura: Okay -changes and follows him- 

 

-jordan sits downstairs- 

 

-in the basement- 

 

Tyler: more dogs 

 

Lance: That's Laura and Chris. They're lycan's like us. 

 

Angelica: mommy? 

 

Lance; Mommy's a vampire. 

 

Laura; She's also sulking in the basement. 

 

Chris: figured she do this once the first transofrmation 

happened 

 

Lance: Lets take the kids down there. -gently picks tyler up by 

the scruff of the neck and carries him down. Laura does the 

same for angelica.- 



 

-chris follows- 

 

Angelica: momma 

 

Tyler: mommy! 

 

-jordan turns her head watching dogs going down the stairs with 

puppies in their mouthes- 

 

Jordan: hi 

 

Twins: change! vampire! 

 

Jordan: no honey. 

 

Twins: change mommy 

 

-they scurrie over to her and try to jump into her lap- 

 

Jordan: kids i don't think - 

 

Tiwn: please! 

 

-jordan sighs and stands up. she shuts her eyes and transforms 

intoa  vampire. the twisn scream- 

 



Twin: ahhh! 

 

-they run behing lance chris and Laura- 

 

sorry for takeing so long 

 

Jordan: i scare my own children! 

 

-jordan changes back- 

 

Laura; Don't be scared of her kids. It's still mommy. 

 

-the twins are whimpering- 

 

Jordan tyler angie 

 

-when she walks over to them they run up the stairs- 

 

Lance; I'll get them. 

 

Jordan: don't fuckin bother lance 

 

-jordan goes upstairs and out the front door- 

 

Lance; They're your own kids! 

 

Laura: Let her. She'll snap out of it. 



 

Chris: why were they so scared? 

 

Lance; They've never seen a full vampire before. 

 

Laura; And perhaps they remember the blue moon night. 

 

Chris: i feel sorry for jordan 

 

Laura; She's being reidculs though. 

 

Chris: she was draged into a lycan world, has lycan kids, and 

gets changed intoa v ampire. she is completely differenta nd 

barly understands us 

 

Chris: she wants to be just like ehr kids so she can help them. 

she probably thoguht she'd marry a human and NOT have 

puppies 

 

Laura; I understand that but she's being unkind to everyone 

about it. 

 

Lance; We're not even married. 

 

Chris: you'd be the same if you were a lycana dn married a 

vampire and have vampire bats 

 



Laura; um.... 

 

Chris: well if we have puppies, vampires have bats 

 

Lance; Thankfully that dosen't happen. 

 

Lance; That only happens with bat type vamps. 

 

Chris: isn't jc a vamp type? 

 

Chris: i saw a bat flying around 

 

Lance; And even then Vampires rarely ever have kids. Jc is the 

bat type. 

 

Chris: so jordan is the bat type but doesn't know yet 

 

Lance; Pretty much yeah. 

 

Chris: ineresting, a dog and a bat mating 

 

Lance; i know. 

 

Chris: good things its rare or it be outlawed 

 

Lance: Yeah. And then they'd be a huge crisis. 

 



Chris: so what would happen if you knocked up jordan again? 

who you have flying puppies? 

 

-chris snickers and is hit by Laura- 

 

Lance; dunno. Probably half would be vampires and half would 

be lycan. there's a one in a million chance of lycan and vampiric 

powers appearing in the same child though. 

 

Chris: that would be cool though -chris rubs his head with his 

paw stading on his hind legs- 

 

-Laura Changes Back and stands beside Chris.- 

 

-chris changes back too- 

 

Chris: we should go 

 

Laura; We'll call you tomorrow. Tell us if there are any 

improvements. 

 

Lance; Okay 

 

-chris waves and they leave. lance goes upstais finding the kids 

still puppies but cowering- 

 

Twins: scary 



 

Angelica: don't hurt us 

 

Lance; It's okay guys. mommy didn't mean to scare you. 

 

Tyler: please 

 

Lance; I would never hurt you. Mommy and i won't ever hurt 

you. 

 

-they walk over to lance, slowly transofrming back into humans. 

they crawl the rest of the way- 

 

Lance: Come here. -hugs them- mommy's just a little upset right 

now. She still loves you though. 

 

Twins: don't let her hurt us dada! 

 

Lance; She won't ever hurt you. 

 

-they were complety frightened of their mom now- 

 

-they shake holding their dad tighter- 

 

Tyler: bath please 

 



Lance; Okay. Then bed. I think you both have had enough 

excitement for one day. 

 

-angelica holds her dads hand wlaking slowly next to him- 

 

Angelica: walking 

 

Lance: yes very good. 

 

-tyler tries it with lance's other hand- 

 

Tyler: wheee! 

 

Lance; Good job both of you. 

 

-he gets them in their bath- 

 

Lance; tip yor head back. got to wash your hair. 

 

-angelica tips her head back. her hair was long and blond- 

 

Angelica: long hair 

 

Lance; yes very long. 

 

-once she is done tyler grabs her hair yanking on it. agelica 

yelps- 



 

Lance: Tyler don't pull your sister's hair. 

 

-nagelica grabs tylers hair that is on his head and yanks on it- 

 

Tyler: daddy! 

 

Lance: Both of you knock it off! 

 

-they start to slap at splach each other. they were enver like this 

before. jordan was there and they'd play and they would take 

one and lcean thema dn dry thema nd dress them. now lance 

ahd to take care of both of them- 

 

Lance; That's enough both of you. -he takes them out of the bath 

and dries them off getting them into thier pajamas and putting 

them to bed- 

 

-when lance goes down staris he hears a comotion in their room- 

 

Lance; Dear god. 

 

-he runs up into thier room- 

 

-theya re jumping up and down int heir beds holding onto the 

edges- 

 



Twins: daddy daddy daddy 

 

Lance; Come on you two go to sleep. it's bedtime. 

 

Tyler: no 

 

Angelica: no 

 

Lance; Sleepy time. If you don't go to sleep you'll be cranky in 

the morning. 

 

Twins: no sleep jumpy 

 

-they jump more- 

 

Inner Lance; Jordan please help me! 

 

-jordan comes back into the house going into the kitchen- 

 

-the kids keep jumping giggling- 

 

-Lance goes down the stairs looking for some coffee. this was 

going to be a long night- 

 

-he finds jordan in the kitchn making some hot chocolate- 

 

Lance: Hey. 



 

-jordan looks over at him with pruple eyes- 

 

Lance: Our kids are not sleeping anytime soon. 

 

Jordan: mmmm 

 

-she turns back to the kettle- 

 

-they can hear them jumping upstairs- 

 

-until a lous crash is hear and screaming- 

 

Lance: Shit! -runs up the stairs- 

 

-jordan is right behind him0 

 

Lance; Are you two okay? 

 

-the kids tipped their cribs over- 

 

-and they were ont eh ground screaming. both of them wer 

crushed by teh cribs- 

 

Lance: This is why we don't do that. 

 

Jordan: oh my god! 



 

-he picks up one of the cribs and picks up angelica. He puts her 

at the side ofthe room before going over to the other one- 

 

-they both are scremaing- 

 

Jordan: do you hurt anywhere? 

 

Twins: legs! 

 

-she looks at their legs. they were brusing up badly- 

 

Lance; We need to get them to a hospital. i'll call 9!!. you watch 

them. 

 

Jordan: oh my god stay here 

 

-jordan looks at the crib legs. a leg on both of them snapped- 

 

Jordan: you chewed throguht he legs were it down. it snapped 

you guys fell outt hen the crib fell and landed on you 

 

-Lance calls 9!! and the ambulence comes- 

 

-jordan's kids hold onto her the entire time- 

 



Tyler: mommy don't leave us! -they are going intot he 

ambulance- 

 

lance: Mommy and I are coming with you. 

 

-jordan rubs ehr face. she was in tears- 

 

-jordan climbs intot eh ambulance sitting down by tyler- 

 

Jordan: mommy is right here. its okay 

 

Lance: It's mu falut. -he climbs in- I should have got metal ones. 

 

-tyler holds her hand- 

 

Jordan: who knew they would chew through a leg? that isn't 

normal lance no one would ahve thought they would chew 

through it 

 

Lance: thankfully there's a vampire lycan hospital in orlando. 

 

-jordan takes a tissue one of the paramedics have and she dabs 

her eyes- 

 

Tyler: Mommy I'm sorry. 

 

Jordan: for what sweetheart? you didn't do anything wrong 



 

Tyler: I ran away from you. 

 

Jordan: its okay baby. your gonna be okay 

 

Angelica; Mommy's not scary really. 

 

Jordan: no i'm not i would never hurt you. i'll protect you thats 

all i do 

 

Tyler: We love you mommy. 

 

-jordan kisses his head and angelicas- 

 

Jordan: i love you too 

 

-they get to the hospital and the twins have thier legs patched 

up- 

 

Jordan: guess it will be a while before they actually recover ont 

eh spot huh? 

 

-jordana nd lance are outside in the waiting room while they are 

x-rayed- 

 

Lance: It'll be a while. 

 



Doc: Well they banged themselves up pretty well. 

 

Jordan: blame the crib 

 

Jordan: they ae going to get beds, really beds 

 

Doc; I'd suggest you do that asap. With metal legs. 

 

Jordan: few monthes old and they are already like two year olds 

 

Doc: They'll slow down soon. Once they hit a year old they'll 

develop like normal human children. 

 

Jordan: i hope so they're making me seem like i had them at !8 

 

Jordan: and i'm 2! 

 

Doc: They're actually a little mature for thier age. 

 

Jordan: a little huh? 

 

Doc: Other than tht they're acting thier age for lycan kids. 

 

-jordan rubs her face eyes going purple again- 

 

Doc: They'll be able to go home as soon as the cast is on. 

 



Jordan: good 

 

-that night- 

 

Jordan: you two sleep good okay? -they were int eh guess 

bedroom in a big bed- 

 

Tyler: This is heavy mommy. 

 

-jordan kisses their heads and shuts the door, leaving the 

nightlgiht on- 

 

-in the morning- 

 

Jordan: wow. good sex 

 

-they are in bed and naked and snuggling- 

 

Lance; Yeah. I called Johnny. He said you and Laura could have 

the day off today. He's gota bunch of stuff he needs to take cae 

off anyways. 

 

Jordan: good. another round 

 

-jordan rolls on top of lance kissing him- 

 

Lance; Okay. 



 

Chris; Umm....You're ovulateing again aren't you Laura. 

 

Laura: Yeah. You're horney aren't you. 

 

Chris: Yeah. 

 

Laura: try and hold back okay. 

 

Laura: Chris/ You don't think we Jordan and I that is. Are 

rushing it a bit do you? 

 

Chris ; Maybe just a little. Johnny is really impressed though 

with you work, I wouldn't worry about it too much if I were you. 

 

Laura; Okay. -kisses him on the cheek and goes downstairs to 

get some food- 

 

Chris; Laura there's several windows down there you mightwant 

to put on a robe- 

-Laura ignores Chris and goes to the kitchen with absolutely 

nothing on- 

 

-jordan comes over wanting to work on a song. she knocks on 

the door- 

 

Beca: Shit. IT'S OPEN! 



 

-jordan comes inan d grins at beck- 

 

Jordan: nice ass 

 

Laura: Thank you. 

 

Jordan: did you hear what happened last night? 

 

Laura; Nope. To busy to answer the phone. 

 

Jordan: well you know how the kids chewed on their crib legs? 

well on each crib the leg snapped they fell out and the crib fell on 

them breaking one leg on each of thema nd bursing the other. 

god scared me to death. 

 

Jordan: they aren't scared of me any more 

 

Laura; Okay. 

 

Laura; I'm gonna go get some coffee then I'm going back pstairs 

and I'm not getting dressed all day. 

 

Jordan: they hate being stuck in bed all day. thats what they get 

for jumping up and down in their crib 

 

-Chris comes down he's got boxers on- 



 

Jordan: well i was gonna work on a song i have an idea for with 

you 

 

Jordan: hi chrissy 

 

Laura; I don't blame them. That'll change once they start school 

 

Chris; Hey. 

 

Laura: Fine I'll get a robe on and we can get to work. 

 

Jordan: maybe we can lie on their birth ceritic and make it seem 

they are five when they are really three 

 

Jordan: unless you want to wrok naked i'm fine with that Laura 

 

Laura; Okay. It's nothing you haven't seen before anyways. 

Besides that'll make an interesting story for the interviewers. 

 

Chris; I am one lucky son of a bitch. 

 

Jordan: yes you are -they go into the basement- 

 

Jordan: here is what i got so far. need help with the music part 

though 

 



Laura: Okay. So what's the mood of the song supposed to be? 

 

Jordan: it seems to come to me as like a rock song sort of 

 

Laura; Okay. -scribbles some stuff down- hows this? 

 

Jordan: with drums and gruitar and no piano, i can do a piano 

with this. oh and a bass guitar 

 

Jordan: yeah that looks good 

 

-she palsy it ont he piano a bit- 

 

Laura; Classic rock band sound.  

 

Jordan: needs drums and guitar and bass. that will be a while 

but we can do it right? 

 

Laura: Sure. 

 

Laura; It clud use a little a-capella right here too. 

 

-it is interesting that a tomboy and a naked chick are working 

on a song int he living room. chris is entertained completly- 

 

Laura; You okay there Chris? You sure you don't wasnt us to go 

inot another room>? 



 

Chris; Nope. I'm good. 

 

Inner Chris; Just really horney. Damn I can't get over her tits. 

 

-later that evening- 

 

Jordan: okay i think we got the basics down 

 

Laura; So that'll bethe finl song on the album right? 

 

Jordan; totally 

 

Laura; Thirteen songs total. 

 

Jordan: i'm stillw roking on number five. how's number nine 

coming along? 

 

Laura; It needs a little work. 

 

Jordan: alright. i've got to go, see ya two later 

 

Laura; See ya. 

 

-jordan leaves grinning at chris- 

 

-chris wlaks behind Laura rubbing her shoulders- 



 

Laura; Well maybe I should get dressed.  

 

Chris: can i play with your tits for a while? 

 

Laura: Alright. 

 

-chris smiles leaning down and sucking- 

 

-jordan is walking downt eh street humming that last song- 

 

Jordan: we are doing good. i like this singing idea 

 

-Lance is waiting for her- 

 

Lance; There you are. So how was it? 

 

Jordan went good. Laura was completly naked but it went well 

 

Lance; Is she always like that? 

 

Jordan: beats me but i know i'm a horny bitch right now after 

that. i am bi rememebr that, but i'm not into Laura like that. 

 

Lance: I know. 

 

-jordan puts her coat up- 



 

Jordan: you think it's sexy that i get turned on by girls? 

 

Lance; Why not. Women are hot. I don't see why you can't think 

that they are too. 

 

Jordan: your too mellow 

 

Lance; You make it sound like a bad thing. 

 

Jordan: come on i want you horney. i watn you say 'hell yes' and 

shave me against a wall when i say something like that 

 

Lance; Hell yes! -pisns her to a wall- better? 

 

Jordan: uh-huh. now have your way with me 

 

Jordan; don't say is this okay cause by now your should know 

what is and isn't 

 

-Lance kisses her pulls off her shit before takeing off his own 

and dropping his pants- 

 

-jordan turns around bending slightly and leaning against the 

wall- 

 



-lance pulls off her pants and underware and takes a condom 

out of his jeans. He slides it on and grabs her hips pushing in 

fast- 

 

-jordan gasps moaning- 

 

Jordan: oh oh oh fuck me bass 

 

-Lance moves fast and hard- 

 

-her eyes go red- 

 

Jordan: fuck me oh oh oh oh oh 

 

Lance; So tight. So warm. So fucking good! 

 

Jordan: yes lance be a horny boy thats how i like it 

 

-jordan maons reaching between her legs- 

 

-Lances eyes go gold and he speeds up- 

 

Jordan: shit bass fuck dear god yes keep going 

 

-she moves her fingers quickly on ehr clit- 

 

-Lance keeps thrusting and pants feeling himself get close- 



 

Jordan: shit i'm gonna cum. do you want to spray lance? fuck do 

you want me to cum? 

 

Lance: Spray everywhere! 

 

-jordan screams fangs grwoing and she srapsy everywhere- 

 

-Lance howls and cums- 

 

Jordan: fuck! -her voice is low but loud- 

 

Lance; Oh fuck YES! -his voice comes out as a low loud growl- 

 

-jordan turns around pulling alnce to her chest. she kisses her 

hard running her fingers through his hair- 

 

-Lance hugs her around the waist kissing her. they can hear 

more howling in the distance- 

 

Lance: I guess Laura and Chris are haveing some fun too. 

 

Jordan: damn bass i want you more horny. you can be mellow 

outside the bedroom but inside relase the beast 

 

-jordan laughs kissing his more- 

 



-the doorbell rings- 

 

Lance; I'll get it. -pulls up his jeans and answers the door- 

 

nieghbor: Hello Mr. Bass. Back from touring? 

 

-jordan grabs her clothes dressing eyes still red- 

 

Lance; Yes Mrs. Wilmont. 

 

Mrs. Wlimont: Well I just wanted to give you this flyer for a 

neighborhood meeting we're haveing concerning the wildlife 

that's moved in. We're concerened that wolves or cyotes are 

roaming the area. 

 

-jordan walks up behind lance- 

 

Jordan: hi there 

 

Lance: Well thank you Ma'm. Jordan this is mrs. Grace Wlimont. 

 

-Mrs. Wilmont looks easily 100- 

 

Jordan: its nice to meet you 

 

-jordan's eyes are still red. she wants more of lance- 

 



Mrs. Wlimont: Pleaseure dear. are you feeling well? Your eyes 

are quite red. Have you been getting enough sleep? Young 

people these days work so hard but they don't bother takeing 

care of themselves. 

 

Jordan: oh no worry ma'am. its just my contacts. its for 

pretection from the sun 

 

-jordan's hand slides into lance's back pocket- 

 

mrs. Wlimont: Really/ Well I suppose whatever works. 

 

Lance: Well we should let you go now. Hope your meeting goes 

well. 

 

Mrs Wilmont: Alright dears. Take care now. -leaves- 

 

-Lance shuts the door- 

 

Jordan: have you and chris been roaming the streets bass? 

 

Lance; I might need to get a muzzle. 

 

-jordan thrust her body against lance- 

 

Lance; Nope. Chris is probably too busy with Laura. I wonder if a 

wild pack hasn't moved in nearby. 



 

-jordan gets on ehr knees pulling lance's dick free- 

 

Jordan: not too worried 

 

-jordan licks his head and sucks his cock- 

 

Lance; Oh yeah. That feels good. 

 

-next day jordan and Laura are in the stuido. nsync is there too, 

meaning jordan  had tyler and lance had angelica- 

 

Johnny: The guys new album won't be out for another few 

months. You girls will brobably be able to ahve your out by next 

month if you keep this up. 

 

Johnny; I've been meaning ti ask you two. How abouta bonus 

track? 

 

Jordan: no. 

 

Laura; I'm okay with it. I have one song that I was thinking 

about outting on. But it can wait. if Jordan dosen't want to do it 

then I won't 

 

Jordan; we have enough songs and i don't see the point of a 

bonus track 



 

Johnny: Alright. We won't do it. 

 

Jordan: hye beck did someone come by your place about like 

wild animals coming intot he area? lance wonders if a wild lycan 

pack has been roaming the area 

 

Jordan: heh i was too horny to really apy attention but now i am 

 

Laura; Yeah. Some old codger. 

 

Jordan: i'm not worried about it, you? 

 

Laura: I'm a little worried. I mean in some waysit's only a matter 

of time until it turns into a total witch hunt. 

 

Jordan: eh. come on i want to take the kids for a walk today 

 

-they head in to record- 

 

Laura; Okay. 

 

-while later jordan gets the kids into their double stroller and 

goes for a walk through their neighbor hood, by herself- 

 

Jordan: ah the sunset. nice time of day 

 



-Laura has already gone home with Chris for a wild night of 

monkey sex- 

 

Tyler: almost bedtime. 

 

Angelica; Daddy's gonna be mad. 

 

Jordan: true. lets head back to the house daddy must be worried 

 

Jordan; as long as i side with you i'll win. mommy always wins 

 

-as she goes down the street a few people are going down the 

street comign towards her and behind her. she was talking with 

the kids- 

 

Jordan: what do you guys want for dessert? 

 

Tyler: Icecweam! 

 

Angelica: Pie! 

 

Jordan: why not both, i'm in the mood for some sugar 

 

Tyler: Mommy? Who are the people here? 

 

-suddely someone shoots a dart into jordan's neck as she gasps, 

falling to her knees- 



 

Jordan: holy crap 

 

-she pulls it out looking at it- 

 

Tyler: MOMMY! 

 

Angelica: I wanna go home! 

 

Jordan: what is that - she feels a stabbing pain in ehr beck, a 

knife- 

 

Jordan: kids it gonna be............. 

 

-someone runs grabbing both of the kids and running- 

 

Jordan: let them go! 

 

! 

 

Angelica: MOMMY! 

 

Tyler: MOMMY! 

 

-jordan struggles to stand- 

 

-all the people run off with the person who grabbed the kids- 



 

-meanwhile Lance is paceing his house wondering where they 

are- 

 

-jordan stuggles to her feet getting tot he house. she bursts in- 

 

Jordan:t he kids they threw 

 

-jordan falls tot eh ground passed out- 

 

-with a knife in ehr back- 

 

Lance; Jordan! OH DEAR GOD! NO! 

 

-she was poinsoned with werewolf venom- 

 

-he calls 9!! and pulls the knife out- 

 

-lance can see through her white shirt that her chest is going 

black- 

 

-the others heard the comotion and run over to his house- 

 

Justin: what happened? 

 

Joey; Wearwolf venom from the looks of it. 

 



-paramedics arrive- 

 

Jc: we need anti-venom now! 

 

Medic: We're on it. -injects her- 

 

-jordan opens her eyes mometns later gasping- 

 

Jordan: angelica! tyler~! 

 

Lance; What happened!? 

 

Jordan: god someone shot a dart into my neck and then when i 

was about to pushes the kids home someone threw a knife into 

my back and grab the kids running off. there were alot of people 

too! 

 

Jordan: none of you saw them? 

 

Lance; No.... 

 

Joey; I saw a large group of people coming down the street 

earlier. 

 

Jordan: didn't you hear to little kids scream?! 

 

-she stands up going into joey's face- 



 

Joey; That was hours ago. I didn't hear anything. I fugures it wa 

the neighborhood watch and went back inside. 

 

-jordan rubs her face- 

 

Jordan: who the fuck would fuckin take my kids?! 

 

Lance; Maybe it was the Wilmont group? 

 

Laura; It would make sense. 

 

Jordan; you mean that freak old lady that was at our house 

yesterday? 

 

Lance: The one and only 

 

Jordan: why the hell would she take my damn children who has 

broken legs? 

 

Lance; She's a supersitious old widow whos easily around 10 

years old. and this is a tight knit community. She's probably 

suspicious why we didn't join her group and decided to take the 

kids thinkingthey were in danger. 

 

Jordan: well now she is in flipping danger! she tried to kill me 

and takes my kids she really missed witht he wrong woman 



 

Jordan: where is that knife? 

 

Lance: the old hag is about to croak eventually anyways. and the 

knife is right there. 

 

-jordan picks it up and instatnly drops it her hand burning- 

 

Jordna: fcuk what the hell? 

 

Lance; Wearwolf venom. 

 

Lance; it burns vampires. the same goes for lycans and vampire 

venom. 

 

Jordan: wait if she wonders why we didn't join the group why 

does she have werewolf venom on a knife? 

 

Joey; that's true..... 

 

justin: Maybe....no....It can't be....She's a sayer? 

 

Jordan: please explain to a chick who is new to this community! 

 

-jordan was pissed off. ehr eyes were going black- 

 



Lance; We didn't know about this. But it apeas thatthe wilmonts 

are slayers. People who are hellbent on killing lycans and 

vampires. 

 

Jordan: thank you now while you guys chat i'm going to go find 

my fuckin chilgren before they are slughted! 

 

-jordan burst through the front door- 

 

Lance; Me too. -changes and charges down the streets- 

 

Jordan: i'm starting with the fuckin' hag 

 

-she goes to ehr front door knocking- 

 

Mrs. Wilmont: Hello dear. 

 

Jordan: hi there. did you see a group of people running down the 

street a while ago? -her eyes where pitch black completly, no 

white- 

 

mrs. Wilmont: Well yes. your children are in here but I can't give 

them back to you. 

 

Jordan: may i ask why? 

 



Mrs. Wilmont: Well the thing is that they are in great danger 

with you. They're a great deal safer here. 

 

Jordan: how are they in danger with me?! 

 

Grace: Wearwolves and vampires are a dangerto society. We 

were actually going to come to your house to clean it and purify 

it later this evening. 

 

Jordan: mkay. can i just say on thing first? 

 

Mrs. Wlimont: Of course. 

 

-jordan's claws grow in her hand and she swings knocking the 

old lady to the ground- 

 

Jordan: you can't purify us becasue there is nothing to purify! 

 

-the old lady dies on impact- 

 

-jordan barges into the house- 

 

Jordan; tyler?! angelica?! 

 

Tyler: Mommy! 

 

-jordan runs to her sons voice- 



 

Angelica; I wanna go home! -she's crying- 

 

-they are on a bed in a room that is locked- 

 

Jordna: i'm comming kids 

 

-jordan transforms into full vampire bursting the door acorss 

the room- 

 

Jordan: are you guys okay? -she changes back- 

 

Tyler: Mommy! -they're tied up- 

 

-jordan bites the rope on each of them letting them loose- 

 

Jordan: come on lets go home 

 

-she picks them up- 

 

Angelica; I wanna go home mommy! 

 

-she takes them out of the room and down the hall to the door- 

 

-Lance is at the door- 

 

Jordan: take tyler 



 

Lance; I think the place is epty -takes tyler- The place is 

crawling with slayers. 

 

Jordan: lets go 

 

-she goes outside and down the street- 

 

-they get back to the house and everyone is hideing out there- 

 

-jordan sits down int he lving room hold her children to ehr 

chest- 

 

Laura; Are you okay? 

 

Jordan: mommy is so sorry its gonna be okay kids 

 

angelica; That nice lady was mean. 

 

Jordan: well she's in hell where nice ladies like her belong 

 

Jordan: no one messes with your mommy now do they? 

 

Tyler: No. 

 

Laura; At least that's where mean slayer lady's go. 

 



-jordan takes her kids upstairs to their tomorary bed and lie 

them down sitting at the end of the bed watching them- 

 

Jordan: go to sleep mommy and everyone else will watch you 

okay? 

 

Angelica: Okay. -they go to sleep- 

 

-the others sit around the bed. lance sits down next to angelica 

petting ehr head and jordan moves next to tyler petting his 

head- 

 

Jordan: god these poor kids 

 

Lance: I know. It's really scary for them. 

 

Justin: poor you jordan they nearly killed you! 

 

Jordan: i'm fine they put venom in them they die instantly. they 

are too tiny 

 

Jordan: should we move? 

 

Laura: So what dod we do now/ 

 

Lance; We should. We can't stay here much longer. 

 



Laura; Chris you daid you wanted to move anywyas though 

right? 

 

Jordan: you have that place in LA. we can all go there and stay 

 

Justin: i have a place out on the same hill as lance. 

 

Jc: i can stay with justin 

 

Lance; Yeah. We can stay there till things cool down. Johnny 

mentioned something about staying in LA for a while anyways. 

 

Jordan: god its gonna be oaky kids 

 

Laura; We'll call the movers tomorrow morning. 

 

-she lies down her head nad tyler rols his head burrying his face 

in ehr necka nd his arma roudn ehr neck. jordan shuts her eyes- 

 

-the next day- 

 

Jordan: come on kids you'll like the place in LA. has everything 

we have here already! 

 

Laura; okay.....thank you. -hangs up- Chris i have good news. 

there's someone willing to buy the house. 

 



-puts them in the back of a taxi- 

 

-Laura and Chris get into his car.- 

 

Laura; we'll move our stuff later. 

 

-lance and jordan get into the taxi and jordan looks ou the 

window- 

 

Jordan: see ya guys at the airport? 

 

Laura; yeah. 

 

Joey; Yup 

 

justin: uh huh 

 

Jc: yep -he joey and jc were going to stay at his place 

 

-justin joey and jc were going to stay at justin's- 

 

-they drive off- 

 

-soon they are on the plane and jordan falls asleep holding 

angelica and tyler who are wide awake- 

 

Angelica: scary huh brother? 



 

Tyler: Ad that old lady gave us cookies and said we weren't 

gonna see momma again. 

 

Angelica: We're not gonna go back their again. 

 

Angelica: i love you mama 

 

-they hold ehr tightly and lance is watching- 

 

Jc: your lucky lance to have them 

 

-Chris is asleep with his head in Laura's lap- 

 

Laura; yeah. 

 

Lance: they're good kids 

 

Justin: jordan is a great gal. a bitch, but great nonetheless 

 

Lance; She's a keeper. 

 

-while later they land and head to their palces. chris and Laura 

were staying with lance and jordan and the kids- 

 

Tyler: really big 

 



Laura: What is? 

 

Lance; yeah. 

 

Jordan: damn lance you are rich 

 

Laura; How many floors is this? 

 

Jordan: isn't it three? basement, this floor, and upstairs? 

 

Lance; Yeah. not to mention the several balconies. 

 

Jordan: come on kids your gonna room near mommy and daddy. 

chris and Laura will be downstairs 

 

Tyler: But Auntie Laura and Uncle Chris are gonna make too 

much noise. 

 

Jordan: that is what sound proof walls and pillows for 

screaming are for 

 

-jordan looks at thema nd takes the kids upstairs- 

 

Lance; Lets go guys. 

 

-he follows- 

 



Laura; Okay. Come on Chris. 

 

Chris: maky. lance has a big bedroom donwstairs 

 

Laura; Oh boy now we'll have some real fun 

 

-leads her intot he basement area. the stari case sirlas around 

and is hidden behind a door. more sound proofing- 

 

Laura; This is nice. 

 

Chris: yeah. shall we break in the bed? 

 

Laura; Yes please. -play bites his nose- 

 

-chris moan pushing her to the bed- 

 

-upstairs the kids are settled down in their bed- 

 

Tyler: Aunty Laura and Uncle Chris are wrestleing aren't they. 

 

Jordan: go to sleep. 

 

-kisses their heads and leaves the room- 

 

angelica: Okay. 

 



Jordan: god lance i am so scared i don't want to lose them 

 

-she hugs lance- 

 

Lance: We won't this place is isolated enough that slayers won't 

go anywhere near here. 

 

Jordan: i don't want to lose your either 

 

-buries her face in his neck- 

 

Lance: You won't. 

 

Jordan: you scared when i was poisoned and stabbed? 

 

Lance; Scared as hell. 

 

Jordan: same here 

 

-jordan moves her head sideways kissing lance- 

 

Jordan: god i love you so much lance 

 

Lance; I love you too. -kissing her- 

 

-jordan pulls lnace into his half lounge/half bedroom- 

 



Jordan: this bed is high! 

 

-she has to jump up to get on it- 

 

Lance; Yeah. it was an impulse buy. 

 

-he climbs in- 

 

-jordan pushes lance on the bed lying on his and resting her 

head on his chest. lance spreads her legs letting her lie between 

them- 

 

Lance; Lets just sleep. I don't want to do anything. It's been to 

crazy a night. 

 

Jordan: why do you think i'm not kissing you? 

 

-she wraped ehr arms around his body closing her eyes- 

 

Jordan: can't believe i killed someone 

 

Lance: The old hag had it coming. 

 

-he strokes her hair and falls asleep- 

 

-jordan is still wake for another hour till she sleeps- 

 



-and Laura and chris are up ALL NIGHT LONG- 

 

-the next morning- 

 

Lance: Morning Chris. Where's Laura/ 

 

Chris: still asleep 

 

Lance: Please tell me you stopped when you ran out of rubbers. 

 

-before they can answer the kids come down the stairs- 

 

Tyler: Hungry! 

 

Angelica: Food! 

 

-they are out able to walk on thier casts- 

 

Jordan: dang kids 

 

-she is in her robe- 

 

Lance: Morning to you too Jordan. 

 

Jordan: why not we have daddy make us some french toast? 

 

-she looks over the stairs at lance smiling- 



 

Lance: Okay. -he grabs out some bread and eegs- 

 

Jordan: good daddy 

 

-she gets down the staris and helps the big kids onto chairs- 

 

-half an hour later the mansion is filled with the smeels of food. 

Laura comes trugeing up the stairs in a very thin tshirt and 

thong- 

 

Angelica: Mommy! Aunt Laura's not wearing enough clothes! 

 

Jordan: here beck put this on 

 

Laura: Ugh. 

 

-she takes off ehr robe handing it to beck. she was in a long shirt 

only- 

 

-Laura puts it on- 

 

Tyler: mommy your shirt is too short 

 

Jordan: tyler you eat 

 

-they eat- 



 

Jordan: does you daddy think its too short? 

 

Lance: It's oo long. 

 

Jordan: i rest my case -she eats and grins at lance- 

 

Laura: Food....-looks like a zombie- 

 

Angelica: still too short 

 

Jordan: angelica do you want me to wear a robe her beck there? 

 

Angelica: um..... aunty 

 

Laura: what? 

 

Jordan: you are in a see through shirt and a thong in front of 

three boys and two girls, two of which are kids 

 

Laura: I'm wearing a robe aren't I? 

 

Jordan: that is what i was telling angelica 

 

Tyler: woman dress weird 

 

Jordan: you said it kid. 



 

Lance: Get used to it son. 

 

Chris: someday you'll like it 

 

Laura: Chris likes it when I dress like this. 

 

Jordan: why are we taking about clothing at breakfast? some 

things i want to keep down this morning 

 

Jordan: beck you look green this morning 

 

Laura: I'm going back to bed. I haven't been feeling well nad the 

smell of food is makeing me nausiated. -gets up and goes down 

the stairs- 

 

Jordan: you guys can have my food 

 

Chris: She's been a zombie all day. 

 

-pushes it in front of the kids and jogs downstairs- 

 

Jordan: beck? 

 

-she is in bathroom- 

 

Laura; Go away. 



 

Jordan: uh-uh 

 

-leans in the doorway- 

 

-Laura has finished throwing up- 

 

Jordan: lets see. if you start saying its plane sickness that lasts 

a few weeks.............. 

 

Laura: I'm just not feeling well now leave me alone alright? 

 

Jordan: you were right about me and i am right about you 

 

Jordan: i'll be back with a test 

 

-jordan leaves going upstairs- 

 

Laura; I'm not takeing it! -slams door- 

 

Jordan: bitch! -she yells it from the stiars- 

 

Lance; Chris I'm going to ask this one more time and i don't care 

if the kids are around. Did you guys use rubbers? 

 

Jordan: i know beck's pregnate 

 



Angelica: what is a bitch? 

 

-Lance groans and Chris chokes- 

 

Jordan; a female dog, which is what Laura is cause she is a lycan 

female 

 

Lance; It's what a girl dog is. But it's not nice to say so don't say 

it. 

 

Tyler: if we can't say bitch why can mommy say bitch? 

 

Lance; Cause Mommy got really angry. 

 

Lance; Sometimes grownups mess up when they're angry. 

 

Jordan: Laura pregnate and i'm gonna go get those good test 

that tell right off hte bat 

 

Jordan: if i have to i will sit on Laura nd make her piss all over 

the place 

 

Tyler: eww 

 

Inner Lance: Chris might like that. 

 

Jordan: maybe aunty will have triplets! 



 

Lance: Chris please just answer my questin. 

 

Chris: i think we did. maybe like once we did it but i didn't have a 

condom................... 

 

Jordan: CHRISTOPHER ALAN KIRKPARTICK! 

 

Lance; You idiot. 

 

Chris: she said she was on the pill! 

 

Lance; they aren't 10% 

 

Jordan: PEOPLE MISS DAYS YOU STUIPD JACK ASS I AM 

GOING TO CHOP OF YOUR FLIPPIN DICK AND SHOV IT UP 

YOUR ASS AND SOW IT SHUT SO THAT EVERYTIME YOU SIT 

DOWN YOUR FUCKING YOURSELF, THAT WAY YOU WON'T 

KNOCK UP ANY ONE ELSE! 

 

-jordan is screaming in his face and the kids looked shocked- 

 

Lance: -takes kids out of their highchairs- Okay you two I want 

you to go upstairs and go to your room. Then I want you to shut 

the door and cover your ears. 

 



Jordan: YOU ARE FUCKIN DEAD CHRIS YOU BETTER START 

RUNNING NOW! 

 

-jordan was fumming and the kids go upt eh stairs as fast as 

they can- 

 

Lance; Jordan cal down. We don't know that she's pregnant. now 

lets just get to a drugstore and find a test. -turs to Chris- I'll deal 

with you later. 

 

Jordan: i know she is pregnate vampires sense this stuff. jc 

when he saw me after lance fucked me he knew but didn't say 

anything. i take after jc alot since his little bat fangs were the 

ones who knibbed on my neck 

 

Jordan: i'll get a test to rpove to Laura. you stay here lance and 

kick his ass 

 

-jordan runs up the staors, putting on jeans,a nd running out the 

door taking the car- 

 

Lance; Dude you are totally fucked you know that right. 

 

Chris: yes........... -he whimpers and lies down on the ouch 

cowering- 

 



-jordan comes back a while alter witht eh test and goes 

downstairs hair in a ponytail- 

 

Lance; i make sure Jordan dosen't kill you butthat should be the 

least of your problems. 

 

Jordan: TAKE THE DAMN TEST Laura! 

 

-Laura is in wolf from and is backed into a corner- 

 

Jordan: i will make you piss one way or another -jordan is in 

human form- 

 

-Laura changes back- 

 

Laura; Give me that! -snatches it- I'll take it but only to prove a 

point. -goes into the bathroom- 

 

Jordan: thats what i did for you and guess what i proved? 

 

-a few seconds later a pregnancy test goes flying upstairs 

landing against the wal and breaking- 

 

Lance; It's positive aint it. 

 

Jordan: told ya 

 



-jordan holds Laura and she cries- 

 

Jordan: yeah i know it sucks, but be glad it last for about four 

monthes 

 

-Laura is ironically curled in the fetal position- 

 

Lance: Jordan I think we should let the dumbass -points to 

Chris- talk to her alone for a bit. 

 

Jordan: i will not let the damb ass get close to ehr until she calls 

donw 

 

-jordan galres at lance deathly- 

 

Laura; I want to be alone. -goes into wlf form and goes into her 

room shutting the door- 

 

Jordan: alright beck 

 

Lance: Looks lie we're makeing another nursurey. 

 

Jordan: there is another room downstairs near them so........ 

 

Lance; Chris is passed out on the couch right now. 

 

Jordan: i'm gonna let him sleep 



 

-jordan goes upstais to the kids- 

 

Tyler: Aunty Laura's gonna have a baby? 

 

Jordan: i think two 

 

Angelica: Realy? 

 

Jordan: yeah. you see when uncle jc changed mommy when he 

was  abt, he gave me some of his girts. a few of them are my eyes 

change color when my mood changes, and i can sense things 

going on around me. like right now i have a feeling tyler needs to 

go potty 

 

Tyler: No I don't -he's doing the potty dance- 

 

Jordan: come on the potty is not going to eat you. you have to 

learn sooner or later. do i ahve to get daddy? 

 

Tyler: No! -he runs to the bathroom- 

 

Jordan: angelica do you understnad? 

 

Angelica: I little bit. 

 

Jordan: don't worry too much honey.  you have to go potty too? 



 

Angelica; After Tyler. 

 

Jordan: good girl. woman can hold their bladders more 

 

-jordan kisses her head leaving the room- 

 

Jordan: and i'm sorry you had to hear mommy yell at chris like 

that 

 

Angelica; Daddy says Uncle Chris had it coming. 

 

Jordan; he did but mommy shouldn't have said that, in front of 

it anyways 

 

Angelica; It's okay Mommy. 

 

-jordan goes into the little living room across from the kids room 

and turns ont he tv playing spongebob- 

 

Jordan: sponge bob is on! 

 

-there is a long counc the cirlces around the tv/dvd player/ 

video games- 

 

-tyler and angelica run down the stiars to the tv- 

 



-chris is still asleep- 

 

-they run into hte room and go straight to the tv- 

 

-you see, up the stairs you reach the living area and ther eis the 

kids room and the bathroom is right at the end opposite the 

stiars. jordna and lance's room is at the very end of the little hall 

nexct to the stairs- 

 

Jordan: enjoy 

 

-jordan goes downstairs- 

 

-the kids just nod and are glued to the tv- 

 

Lance: i love technology. 

 

-a few hours later Chris wakes up and ends up just sitting 

around in a daze. Laura is aleardy out of the basement and is 

sitting with coffee in hand- 

 

Jordan: go talk with her chris. -she is calm now- 

 

Lance: Seriously dude. you need to talk to her. 

 

-Laura's eyes are red from crying.- 

 



Chris: hi Laura 

 

-his voice is soft- 

 

Laura; Hey. -her voice is reaspy- 

 

Chris: you can hate me if you want 

 

Laura; I don't 

 

Laura: I can't 

 

Chris: i guess we both knew this was coming with how we've 

been acting 

 

-he pours hsimefl some coffee- 

 

Laura: yeah. Fucking like rabbits. 

 

Chris: i'll be here every step of hte way Laura. your going to be a 

great mom 

 

Laura: good. I still love you. I'm so scared. 

 

Chris: i love you too and i'm scared shitless 

 



Laura; I don't know what to do. I can't do this alone. My stomach 

is craping like crazy and I know it's them. -hugs him and cries 

into his shoulder- 

 

-chris hugs Laura tightly- 

 

Lance; I'll let you live long enough to see the kids Chris. 

 

Jordan: smae here -she is gritting her teeth- 

 

Chris: god save me 

 

-the next day Laura is still shut in her room. Chris is able to talk 

to her and bringher food but that's about it. she won't et anyone 

else near her- 

 

Lance; Typical for preggo female lycans. 

 

Jordan: i should talk to her 

 

Lance; They usually only want thier mate near them. 

 

Jordan: heh i wasn't a lycan at all so............. 

 

Lance; If you want to try to talk to her go ahead. 

 

Jordan: i want to know how long vampire pregnacy's are 



 

Lance; Usually about the same as lycan pregnancies. 

 

Jordan: mmmmmm 

 

-she is staring out the living room window out into the backyard- 

 

Lance; Don't tell me you want more. 

 

Jordan: i was just wondering 

 

-Chris comes upstairs- 

 

Lance: How's she doing? 

 

Chris: tires 

 

lance; That being th case now would probably be the best time 

for you to talk to her Jordan. If you want to anywyas. 

 

Jordan: maky 

 

-she goes downstairs knocking on her door- 

 

-it swings open- 

 

Jordan: beck? 



 

Laura; what do you want? 

 

Jordan: just wanted to talk 

 

-she shuts the bedroom door- 

 

Laura: Meh. -shes curled up on the bed- 

 

-she was in wolf form- 

 

Jordan: i know i was pretty depressed and pissed when i was 

pregnate 

 

Laura; Your point? 

 

Jordan: i don't think tis healthy you doing this 

 

-moitons tot eh room- 

 

Laura: I like it in here. 

 

Jordan: its not healthy to be locked up 

 

Laura: Why not? 

 

Jordan; you need to go out and get excersie 



 

Jordan: you know all the things pregnate ladies do 

 

Laura: What good will it do? i'll be huge anywyas. 

 

Jordan: you won't be. 

 

Jordan; since your a lycan you can have the kids in lycan form 

maybe. but they will be puppies 

 

Laura; I'm already gaining weight in both forms. I feel 

disgusting. 

 

Jordan: you'll lose it in febuary 

 

Jordan: you'll have winter babies 

 

Laura: whoopie. 

 

Jordan: Laura quit being like this acting like this your kids will 

go she doesnt want us and commit suicide, strungle themselves 

with their cords 

 

Laura; -can't help but smile she goes back into human form and 

sits up- Where's my foundation? 

 



Jordan: after all this you want make up? hell noy uor going out 

into the world showing them what your made of. 

 

Jordan: anyone pisses you off you just say i'm prego don't touch 

me 

 

Laura: Jordan you know me. I've got a couple blemishes I want 

to cover- 

 

Jordan: no 

 

-she stares at her- 

 

Laura; Fine. -stands up and leaves the room going upstairs- 

 

-jordan follows- 

 

Jordan: i said her babies would kill themselves with their cords 

if she kept acting depressed 

 

-you can tell Laura hasn'r seen the sun in days- 

 

Jordan: yay you now look like me! 

 

-but jordan has been working on a tan- 

 



Jordan: come on Laura i'm gonna go get my hair donw come 

with me?............ and i sound like a chick 

 

Lance; Geeze girl. did we get new curtains in that room or 

something? 

 

Jordan: but you need to see the world so come with me 

 

Laura; Okay. -she follows Jordan- 

 

-they go over to the salon and Laura feels a little better after 

haveing some shampoo run through her hair- 

 

-they begint o cut and die jordan's hair- 

 

-Laura goes lighter blonde and gets a better cut than the one she 

had before. 

 

-when they come back the guys are eating dinner and Tyler and 

Angelica are playing with thier food- 

 

Jordan: now both of you do it! 

 

-jordan walks over to them- 

 

Tyler: Hi mommy! 

 



Jordan: beck got light 

 

Jordan: hi tyler 

 

Lance: Light-er. sheesh. bloder than gwen stefani. 

 

Angelica: Mommy. Why is Aunt Laura sad? 

 

Jordan: its really hard to explain 

 

-jordan goes up behind Laura tickling her- 

 

-Laura jumps squealing- 

 

Jordan: you see she's just still angry, even if she doesn't want to 

admit it, with chris for setting his sperm loose inside ehr 

 

-jordan keeps tickling Laura- 

 

sperm: we love you chris! 

 

eggs: we hate you fuckin' guts! 

 

Lance; You know she's tickilish Chris? 

 

Jordan: what do you think of mommies hair parasites? 

 



Chris: sort of...... -he is grinning- 

 

-she sits down betweent eh twins- 

 

Babies: like!  

 

Laura; i don't knw if they like it or no. 

  

Lance; Hey Laura. Chris and I made an appointment for an 

obgyn visit tomorrow. Don't worry these people are lycans too 

so they know. 

 

Jordan: what does daddy think of my black and white hair? 

 

Lance: I like it. 

 

Jordan: hey we ahven't told the other vampires about Laura. 

who wants to tell them? 

 

Laura: Noes goes. -touches her nose- 

 

-chris touches his and so does lance. jordan wasn't paying 

attecntion- 

 

Jordan:w ait waht? -even the kids are- 

 

Laura: You get to tell them. 



 

Jordan: fine 

 

-jordan goes into the front yard claering ehr throat- 

 

Jordan: CHRIS KIRKPARTICK KNOCKED UP HIS GIRLFRIEND! 

-she yells it extreamly loud and the others hear it- 

 

-and justin is ont eh top of the hill- 

 

Joey; Ugh. What the hell? Geeze I'm freaking hung over what 

the hell is going on? 

 

Jc: SCREAM IT AGAIN! 

 

Jordan: CHRIS KIRKPATRIACK KNOCKED UP HIS GIRLFRIEND 

RELaura! THEY ARE HAVING TWINS CAUSE I AM SURE OF IT! 

 

Justin: Crap. 

 

Jc: yay uncle again 

 

-they all pass out again- 

 

-the whole neighbor heard as well- 

 

-jordan wlaks back inside- 



 

Jordan: they heard 

 

Neighbor: Papparzii glaore. 

 

Lance; We're screwed. 

 

Jordan: you know i've been working on my transformation into 

a bat 

 

-Laura dn chris are glaring at jordan- 

 

Tyler: mommy i think they are mad at you 

 

Angelica; Yeah Mommy. 

 

Jordan: well i wasn't int he mood of using a telephone. besides 

that what they get for being hungover. yeah they went to a cluba 

nd i wish they took me 

 

Lance: We could have used it. 

 

Jordan: we should go out tonight. ahve the parents-to-be watcht 

he kids 

 

Jordan: for these clubd i acutally dress as a girl 

 



Laura; Thanks. 

 

Jordan: want to lance? 

 

Lance; Oh chill preggo. Yes i want to. 

 

Jordan: i'll go dress for it 

 

-she drags lance upstairs- 

 

Lance; I'm just gonna go change shirts. 

 

-he goes up and changes- 

 

-that evening- 

 

-jordan and lance come down and jordan is wearing...- 

 

Lance: Okay we're off. Make sure the kids are in bed by seven. 

 

Laura: okay. 

 

-what jordan is wearing, except it is all balcka dn she is wearing 

leather pants that hang real low one hr hips- 

 

Lance; You look nice. 

 



Tyler: mother! 

 

Angelica: mommie? 

 

Chris: hot damn -he can't stop staring- 

 

Lance: Yes Mommie. 

 

inner Laura: And Jordan says I don't have to worry about my 

looks. 

 

Jordan: you'll never see mommy looking like this ever again, i 

only dress liekt his for clubs 

 

Chris: she doesn't look like a mother, hot damn 

 

Tyler: So mommy's not gonna go to a club again? 

 

Laura; She looks like Jordan before she was momma. 

 

Chris: i think mommie's going to a club lots of times 

 

Jordan: jordan before mommy and jordan after mommy look the 

same 

 

Laura: Still. 

 



Inner Laura: I feel insecure already. 

 

Lance: Hands off Chris. She's mine.. 

 

Jordan: ture. only iddfernce is my bobbs and they have shrunk, 

back to my perfect c's 

 

Lance; Thankfully. 

 

Chris: sorry man but seriously. why didn't i claim her? 

 

-Laura sits down- 

 

Jordan: cause i was dressed as a boy and look! 

 

-points at Laura- 

 

Lance; Cause you have a thing for blonds. 

 

Chris: Laura i stil think your damn hot in a damn thong 

 

-chris getson hsi knees kissing Laura's stomach- 

 

Laura: good. 

 

Jordan: lets go 

 



-she goes out the door- 

 

Lance: Remeber kids need to be in bed by seven. 

 

Chris: we got it 

 

-lance goes- 

 

-late that night lance comes bargging in extremly pissed- 

 

Jordan: Lanc ei'm sorry seriously! 

 

Laura; What happened? 

 

Jordan: i had to feed! 

 

-lance ignores her going upstairs- 

 

Laura: Oh no. 

 

-jordan galres at lance as he slams his door- 

 

Chris: what did you do? 

 

Jordan: i had to feed like every other vampire and i really 

wanted the guy to feel good about it. well lance caught us 

fucking but i hadn't fed yet. i was riding his big cock......... 



 

Chris: smart bitch 

 

Laura: This ain't good. I know I'm stateing the obvious but still. 

 

Jordan: shut up i can't let anyone suffer for my curse! 

 

-jordan mumbles something under her breath leaving hte house 

and getting back in ehr car- 

 

Chris: damn......... 

 

-next morning- 

 

Laura; I'm off. obgyn here I come. 

 

-jordan hasn't come home- 

 

-chris calls up justin's place- 

 

Chris: she isn't there? 

 

Lance; I know she needed to feed but did she have to fuck him 

too? 

 

Justin; nope. I haven't heard from him. 

 



her 

 

yes her 

 

Chris: alright talk to later justin 

 

Justin: Alright. We'll call if anything comes up. 

 

Chris: bye -he hangs up- 

 

Chris: lets go Laura 

 

Laura; Right. 

 

-the kids come down the staris slowly- 

 

Angelica: mommy in bed? 

 

Lance: No. Mommy ran away for a bit. 

 

Tyler: again 

 

Lance; yes again. And it was my falut this time. 

 

Tyler: what did she do? -he climbs into his lap- 

 

Lance: she "kissed" another guy. 



 

Angelica: so? she's kissed uncle chris before 

 

Lance; This is diffrent. 

 

Tyler: how is it different? 

 

Lance; This was a diffrent kind of kiss. 

 

Angelica: tell us daddy! 

 

Lance: It's kind of a grown up topic. 

 

Tyler: tell us -he is learning his mother's death glare- 

 

Lance; Don;t glare at daddy tyler. 

 

Angelica: tell us -she glares too only its better- 

 

Lance: If you stop glareing I will. 

 

-they stop- 

 

Lance; It has to do with where babies come from. And how 

mommy needs to feed. 

 



Angelica: did mommy do what chris and Laura do with another 

person? 

 

Lance; yes. 

 

Tyler: bad mommy! thats mean 

 

Lance; It's mean but still. I should have forgiven her. But 

insteaed I got angry. And then she ran away. 

 

Angelica: i would be mad too. she did something that was speical 

between you and her 

 

Tyler: with someone else 

 

Lance: But I need to forgive her. We probably should have talked 

it over before we went to the club. 

 

Lance; But I am angry. And chances are Mommy won't be 

coming back. 

 

Tyler: are you and momma breaking up? 

 

Lance; I'm sorry guys but yes. 

 

Angelica: i'm not hungry any more 

 



-she goes back up the stairs- 

 

Lance: I'm sorry guys. 

 

Tyler: me too 

 

-tyler follows her- 

 

-Lance goes to his room and throws a tantrum in wolf and 

human form- 

 

-soon the front door opens and jordan is there- 

 

-she goes intot eh ktichen still ehr her club clothes- 

 

Lance: What do you want? 

 

Jordan: i still live here ya know 

 

Jordan: all my stuff is here 

 

Lance; thiers another guest room. you can stay there. 

 

Jordan: were the kids wondering where mommy stayed over 

night? 

 

-jordan drinks some water- 



 

Lance; Yeah. 

 

-his eyes are gold. you can tell he's pissed- 

 

Jordan: tell them mommy met a friend who took care of her 

 

-jordan's eyes are a dark blue, she is angry- 

 

Lance; good for you. 

 

-jordan goes upstais, changing and packing her bags- 

 

-the kids run to her- 

 

Tyler: Mommy! Don't go! We love you! 

 

Jordan: i'm sorry kids but i have to. daddy doesn't want me here 

anymore 

 

-the kids start crying- 

 

Tyler: But we won't ever see eachother again! 

 

Jordan: i'm going to go live in an aprartment in town. i'll see you 

sometimes okay? i still have to wrok on my album with beck 

 



-jordan goes down the stairs to the door. by the door is a picture 

of her and lance together- 

 

Angelica: Mommy. -shes crying really hard- 

 

Jordan: i'm really sorry honey. i can't take you with me now. i'll 

see you later 

 

-she leaves- 

 

-the kids are bawling- 

 

-the kids barge downstairs nd start to hit there dad- 

 

Tyler: you are evil! 

 

Angelica: you made her leave! 

 

Lance; She lied to me. Both of you go to your room. 

 

-they cry and charge up the stairs, wanting the dang casts off- 

 

Twin: we hate you! -slam- 

 

Lance: and I hate myself. -he storms out of the house- I need to 

find a guy to fuck. Guy chick I don't care. 

 



-the kids are left alone in the house but no one takes them- 

 

-later that day- 

 

Justin: i'm really sorry man 

 

Lance; She's a stupid stubborn whore! She betrayed me! 

 

Jc: yeah i was pissed when my last boyfriend cheated on me 

 

Joey: she had to feed and trust me, i do wahtever i can to make 

the guy NOT know i'm feeding off of him 

 

Lance; Now my kids hate me and i hate myself. I need to fuck 

someone bad and I need to just get away for a bit. 

 

Justin: i'd fuck you but dude jordan is my friend 

 

Jc: same here 

 

Lance; Not like she'd care. 

 

Joey: i'd do it man if you were into guys 

 

Lance: dude I don't care. Guy chick it dosen't matter. If you 

wanna do it I will suck your dick right here right now. 

 



Joey: um..... okay. just not in front of them they mgiht video 

tape 

 

-justin and jc leave- 

 

-joey and lance do it on the kitchen table- 

 

-at the other house chris and Laura are on speacker phone with 

jordan- 

 

Jordan: eayh its a good apartment and i can aford it 

 

Laura: so you're gonna have the kids visit soon? 

 

Jordan: actaully its a loft. two rooms so the kids can stay here 

and stuff. good kitchen 

 

Jordan: the kids miss me i know so when they want to they can 

come, if lance elts them 

 

Laura: Okay. We got back recently and the kids were all alone. 

 

Chris: dude is till don't see why you broke up 

 

Jordan:w ait my kids were left in a house by themselves? after 

everything that has happned?! 

 



Laura: Lance was pissed. 

 

Jordan: thats another eason why we broke up, he doesn't tkae 

care of the damn kids 

 

Chris: you seriously fucked another random guya dn stayed at 

his place? 

 

Jordan: i needed to feed and i can't feed some radnom person. i 

have to make it so the person does know and fucking him was all 

i could think of and it was great! 

 

Laura: You couldn't have just snuck up on him. 

 

Jordan: i'm not evil Laura 

 

Laura; still. 

 

Jordan: i'm gonna get all my furniture out of lance's houses and 

moe it into here. 

 

Laura: Okay. 

 

Jordan: then once thats done i am getting the kids over here 

cause i don't trust him with my damn kids 

 

Chris: he still gets to see them right? 



 

Jordan: i'll let him have weekends 

 

Laura; He's been good around them but he was really upset. 

 

Jordan: still. tell the kids that they will move in with me and 

stay with lance every weekedn unless something else goes on. 

talk to you guys later -hangs up- 

 

Chris: bye 

 

Laura; later. 

 

-the next week- 

 

Jordan: like your new room kids? 

 

Tyler: Uh huh. 

 

-the loft is the same one that we used when jordan was a jedi and 

a music prducer and crap- 

 

Jordan: i'm gonna make lunch. what do you guys want? 

 

Angelica: Sandwhich. 

 

Jordan: what kind silly 



 

Tyler: tuna 

 

Jordan: alrighty then 

 

-she goes into the kitchen area- 

 

Angelica; Daddy came home. 

 

Tyler: huh? 

 

 Angelica; Remeber? He said he had been hanging around with 

Uncle Joey. 

 

Tyler: oh yeah. he did come home but he looked weird 

 

Angelica; he was sad. 

 

-the next day nsync and beck and jordan were recording at the 

same time. jordan and lance ran into each other on their way to 

the bathroom- 

 

-Lance just ignored her- 

 

Jordan: move it Bass seriosuly 

 

-she opens the bathroom door and goes in- 



 

inner jordan: god he is just............. uhg 

 

-Lance goes into the other bathroom- 

 

-lets hope so!- 

 

-angelica and tyler begin to talk- 

 

Tyler:w e should run off 

 

Angelica; But mommy and daddy will be madder 

 

Tyler: maybe then they will get back together 

 

Tyler: they'll work together to find us 

 

Tyler: then they will say sorry and we can go back to the big 

house full time 

 

Angelica: Or they will argue and they won't find us and we'll get 

lost and we won't be able to help us and we'll be cold and scared 

and..... 

 

Tyler: quit being such a sissy. lets go to the next floor and check 

it out 

 



-pulls on ehr hand. their casts were gone and they ahd boots on- 

 

Angelica: Okay. -goes with him- 

 

-they go into the elevator- 

 

Angelica; Lets go into the top floor. 

 

Tyler: okay! 

 

-he jumps to reach the top button- 

 

-when they get up there thoguh they find joey and lance making 

out against a wall- 

 

Tyler: daddy? -he is whispering- 

 

Angelica: quick hide! 

 

-they dive into a room- 

 

Tyler: what are they doing? 

 

Joey: You hear something? 

 

Angelica: They're kissing. 

 



Tyler: men don't kiss each other 

 

Angelica: Yes they do. 

 

Tyler: is that what gay is? 

 

Angelica; I think so. 

 

Tyler: daddy is gay then why did he kiss mommy a few days ago 

before they broke up? 

 

Angelica; maybe he's gay and not gay at the same time. 

 

Tyler: okay. come on lets go to the floor down 

 

Angelica: Yeah. 

 

-they hurry into the elevator- 

 

-Angelica jumps and they go a floor down- 

 

Joey: did the elevator go? 

 

Lance: i didn't hear a thing joe 

 

-the kids reach the floor down and run through the halls- 

 



Tyler: this place is big 

 

Angelica: I hope we don't get too lost. 

 

Tyler: we own't. mommy is on floor three and we can find 

elevator's all over 

 

-they go into a baord room- 

 

Tyler: candy.... -there is a bowl int he middle of the table- 

 

Angelica: It's empty. No people in here. And theirs cookies! 

 

-they scramble onto chairs and begin eating- 

 

-meanwhile- 

 

Jordan: angelica? tyler? 

 

-she goes down the halls- 

 

Laura; What? 

 

Jordan: where did they go? 

 

Laura: They were running around a minute ago. 

 



Justin: use your vamp senses 

 

-jordan shuts her eyes thinking- 

 

Jordan: i just get alot of sugary thoguhts 

 

Laura: I want cookies. 

 

Jordan: there is a board room upstairs with soem cookies. we 

can have those 

 

Laura; Okay. What floor? 

 

Jordan: second to top. lets go i need a break anyways 

 

-they go to rhe elvator which opens and jeoy and alnce are 

kissing in there too- 

 

Jordan: move it or lose it boys 

 

Laura: Okay. -they go in the elevator- 

 

Joey: Hey Jordan -they go- 

 

-they go in and jordan gives her death glare to alnce who is 

fluashed- 

 



-they reach the floor and jordan goes down the halls- 

 

Jordan: its right here 

 

Tyler: quick hide! 

 

Laura: did you hear somethign? 

 

Jordan: yeah i did 

 

-she opens the door- 

 

Laura: Yum coo-wait....they're all gone. 

 

-jordan looks under the tbale- 

 

Jordan: found you! 

 

Tyler: damn it 

 

-they run- 

 

Jordan; tyler tommy bass! 

 

-she goes after him- 

 

Laura; Language! 



 

Tyler: sorry 

 

Angelica: You go that way! 

 

-tyler darts down a hall- 

 

-Angelica goes down another- 

 

Jordan: what are you two doing? 

 

-jordan goes after andgleica who is now a puppie and running 

fast- 

 

Jordan: crap they transformed again 

 

Jordan; you little butt better stop or your grounded! 

 

-Angelica  darts down the stairs and goes down several floors 

and goes down a random hall. 

 

-mean while tyler gets into the elevator and chris misse sit- 

 

Chris: erg 

 

Tyler: Mommy can't find me! 

 



-jordan looses angelica- 

 

Jordan: darn it. why are they acting like this? 

 

Laura: You'd be suprised the plots that kids will come up with 

him. 

 

Jordan; why though 

 

Laura; Who knows. We need to catch them so we can find out. 

 

-lance and joey show up- 

 

Joey: hey wahts going on? 

 

Laura; The kids are on the lamb. 

 

Jordan: the darn kids are running around the builing and they 

transformed for the second time 

 

Lance; Lets hope they're still in the buillding and haven't been 

found by animal control. 

 

Chris: alright we split up. we have have neough people to search 

eahc floor. okay jordan you take top floor, alnce you take this 

floor, beck take the next one down, i'll take the one after that, 



joey you go to the one after that, jc the one after that and justin 

the bottom level. lets go! 

 

-jordan heads into the elevator going up. Laura goes into 

another elevator going down. the others head down to the floors- 

 

Jordan: tyler where the hell are you? -she opens random doors- 

 

Justin: well lets hope they are still in the building. 

 

-angelica is hiding in a cupboard. stands by the doors after 

checking the whole floor. if they run out he'll get them. tyler is 

hiding in a closet- 

 

Laura; Angie? Where are you? 

 

-they keep searching for hours until they show up at the bottom 

floor stumped- 

 

jordan: i can't find them anywhere! 

 

Laura; Neither can I. 

 

Lance: No luck. 

 

Justin: they ahven't elft the building tha ti know of. i've been 

here the entire time 



 

Joey: nothing 

 

Chris: squat 

 

-jordan sits down in a cahir covering her cface- 

 

Laura; so where next? 

 

inner jrodan: god damn it you two 

 

Jordan: i don't know anymore 

 

Lance: It would have to be somewhere that they would want to 

go.  

 

Laura: The cookies and food were all eaten in the eeting room. 

maybe a bakery? 

 

Jordan: i am going back to floor three and continue with myw 

riting. see yal later 

 

-she goes back int he elevator- 

 

Lance; How can she not care about her own kids? 

 

Justin: they didn't leave the building thats wht 



 

Justin: they wouldn't go out intot eh world as dogs 

 

Justin: i can just sense they are int eh building so we mgith as 

well just stay here. they ahve to come out sometime 

 

Laura; I'll check the top floor again. 

 

-angelica is on the second floor and tyler is on the fifth- 

 

Laura; Angie! We're not mad at you sweetie! 

 

-jordan writesa nd writes till ehr hand cramps up- 

 

-few hours later and its midnight and the kids and scared- 

 

Tyler: will they find me? 

 

Angelica: I wanna go home. 

 

-she gets out of the closet. the janito came by the locked the 

doors- 

 

Tyler: i'm locked it! 

 

Angelica: We need to get the grown ups! 

 



-angelica comes out of the cubbered finding the kitchen she is in 

was locked too- 

 

Angelica: i'm locked it! 

 

-she sits on the groun chaning back. she lies donw shaking- 

 

Angelica: HELLLLLP! 

 

-tyler lies down ont eh table in this bord room falling asleep- 

 

Laura; Angie? 

 

inner tyler: i want my parents 

 

Lance; We can't leave without them. 

 

-they are all now on the third floor again- 

 

Jordan: god come on kids where the hell are you? 

 

Laura; Tyler. If you can hear us yell as loud as you can! 

 

-jordan shuts her eyes and just thinks. suddenly her mind 

begins to go down the halls- 

 



-she keeps going down halls till she stops at a door with w 

window on it. inside is a little girl curled up and its a kitchen- 

 

Laura; I can;t pick up thier smell. 

 

-she suddely moves to another hall and goes to a baord room 

door, saying room !57 and inside a little boy is fast asleep on a 

table- 

 

Jordan: oh myg od 

 

-she opesn ehr mind- 

 

eyes 

 

Jordan: why didn't you tell me i could do that Jc! 

 

-she runs fromt he room goin gup the stiars- 

 

-she reaches the fifth floor and charges down a hall- 

 

Jordan: tyler! 

 

Lance: I'll take care of the door. 

 

Tyler: mmm.............. mommy? daddy? 

 



-jordan gets to the room !57 and tried to open it- 

 

Lance: Move over 

 

Jordan: mommies here tyler! 

 

Jordan: i can do it Lance 

 

-he changes and breaks down the door- 

 

-tyler sits up begin to cry- 

 

Tyler: mommy daddy! 

 

-Lance changes back- 

 

Jordan: ph thank god! 

 

Lance: We're right here. 

 

-jordan runs back tot eh stiars going to the second floor- 

 

jordan: angelica? 

 

-she finds the kitchen looking in the window- 

 

Jordan: angelica! 



 

-she changes and bust down the door. she sits up- 

 

Angelica: mama! 

 

-jordan picks her up hugging her- 

 

Lance: We're right here. 

 

Jordan: oh thank god dont ever EVER run off like that again 

young lady 

 

-she pets her hiar holding ehr close- 

 

-lance is behind her with tyler in his arms- 

 

Jordan: why did you two do that? 

 

Angelica: it was his idea! -points at tyler- 

 

Tyler: We wanted you to stop fighting. We want you to be 

together again. 

 

Jordan: you went along with it! -jordan kisses her head- 

 

Jordan: you two have to understand that your father and i 

broke upa nd we won't get back together again! 



 

Angelica; We don't want anymore fighting. 

 

-tyler and angelica start crying again- 

 

-jordan tries to calm her down but she won't stop with the 

waterworks- 

 

Jordan: god please kids somethings you can't fix with running 

off 

 

Tyler: We will fix it! 

 

Angelica; We will! 

 

Lance; Guys we broke up because it was for the best. 

 

Jordan: no you wont now stop your crying and come on, we are 

going home and both of your are grounded 

 

-jordan takes tyler from lance and goes down the hall- 

 

-they fight in ehr arms wanting down- 

 

Jordan: stop it you two 

 

-Lance sighs and leaves- 



 

-they're crying all the way home- 

 

-jordan gets them up to their floor and when she opens her loft 

the crying stops and everything goes black- 

 

Chris: gosh those kids are interesting 

 

-he and Laura are in bed- 

 

Laura: They just wanted thier mom and dad to be together 

again. I don't blame them. 

 

Chris: i feel bad for all of them. lance and jordan are meant to be 

together and jordan should ahve talk to lance and alnce 

shouldn't ahve done what he did 

 

-chirs closes his eyes- 

 

Laura; It's to late now though. All this stress. I just hope the 

babies are okay. All three of them -snuggles into his chest and 

closes her eyes- 

 

-they go to sleep- 

 

-next day all the guys are recording again- 

 



jsutin: where is jordan: 

 

? 

 

Lance; Don't know don't care. 

 

Laura; She's probably makeing sure the kids don't run off. 

 

Jc: maybe they are tired from yesterday and sleeping still 

 

Chris: i'll go to her palce. porbaly need help with the 'parasites' 

 

-he laughs and heads to his car- 

 

Laura; Okay. 

 

-when he gets to the place and finds the door wide open he tilts 

his head- 

 

Chris: hey jordan? kids? 

 

-he walks in and looks aorund checking the rooms- 

 

Chris: amybe they already elft 

 

-wehn he goes back tot eh door he notices something- 

 



Chris:w aht the- 

 

-there is a puddle of blood on the floor in the hallways. chris 

flips- 

 

Chris: holy shit 

 

-he goes downt he halla nd finds two boots, the ones the kids 

were wearing, on the ground and more blood. he runs to his car- 

 

-he reachs the recording palce againa dn charges to the third 

floor. he shows up panting and out of breatha- 

 

Justin; dude quit running, your not in shaope for it 

 

Laura; Chris? is everything okay? 

 

Chris: blood.... boots.... 

 

Joey: What? 

 

-he takes a deap breath0 

 

Lance; Are the kids okay? 

 

Chris: oh god jordan and the kids were kidnapped 

 



Lance; WHAT! 

 

Chris: there is blood in the hallway of their floor and the kids 

boot they were wearing for their legs were ripped on the floor 

 

Chris: i have no clue who took them or what happened 

 

Chris: i just know one of them is injured badly 

 

Lance; Oh crap. Listen guys i won't be working today. I've got to 

find them! 

 

Chris; none of us are! 

 

Laura; And where do you suppose westart!? 

 

Justin: lets us go to their palce and search for lcues of any kind 

 

Laura; I hate to be a spoilsport but we have no iddea where to 

look firt. 

 

Lance; Less talk more driveing to the apartment! 

 

Jc: come on! 

 

-soon theya re at the apratment- 

 



Jc: oh god lots of blood 

 

-he looks at the boots down the hall that are partly bloddy- 

 

Jc: justin i need your expertieze 

 

Laura; I can't belive someone would do such a thing! 

 

-justin coems over- 

 

-justin grabs the boot and looks at it cloely- 

 

Justin: the kids was trying to get awaya nd someone grabs them 

by the boot and riped it off and it londed in the blood. and by the 

looks of it it was riped off by teeth 

 

Jc: you mean like a lycan? 

 

Justin: probably. byt eh looks of it its the same for the other 

boot- 

 

Lance: A rival clan maybe? 

 

Joey: whose blood is this? 

 

Justin: i have no clue 

 



Chrsi: um... i think i know 

 

Laura; it's Jordan's isn't it. 

 

Chris: by the smell of it yeah. she lost alot of blood and with this 

amount she was attcked by a lycan and she isn't healing. the 

blood is going all the way down the hall 

 

Laura; This can't be good. She'll die because of the venom. 

 

Lance; We need to hurry! 

 

Chrsi:y uo see Laura when ever the oppostie speises attckes 

each other whatever wounds they are gien take the a long tiem 

to hell unless they are given a extra boost of their own venom 

 

Joey: i thoguht you didn't care about ehr Lance 

 

Lance; I don't now shut up! She's with my kids! I want to find 

them! 

 

Joey: into the aparatment who knows if they wer inside there or 

not 

 

Laura: You still love her. 

 

-they go isndie- 



 

-they search the place- 

 

Laura; From the smell I don't think she made it very far inside 

the place. 

 

Jc: yeah i can't sense anything. i just can't think right now! 

 

Joey: breath jc breath. Laura if you need to know justin's gift is 

he can sense how thinds happenes by touching an object. jc can 

sese things through their mind,a nd i can just stand in the palce 

and relive and event. i just can't focus either 

 

-joey is in tears- 

 

Joey; she's my friend and i just can't focus 

 

Laura; Were not going to get anywhere by freaking out. 

 

Chris: everyone freeze! 

 

-they freeze- 

 

Chris: take a deep breath 

 

-Lance breathes and so does Joey- 

 



-along with jc and Laura- 

 

Chris: everyone lsinet. joey go tot eh door and just think 

 

-Joey goes over to it- 

 

Joey: okay. jordan opneed the door............. someone stabs her in 

the back with a clean kinife............... kids fall ot the gorund and 

run downt eh hall................. they are grabs by the legs and boots 

are ripped off............... they are gagged and taken 

downstairs................ jordan tries going after them but............. 

lycan jumps and bites her side......... thats it 

 

-joey turns around0 

 

Laura; Okay....Now we need to find out where they were taken. 

 

Joey: i can't see their faces i just see the kids and jordan- 

 

Chris: who would take them? 

 

Lance; That's what I want to know. 

 

Justin; Same here. 

 

Jc: it was oviously lycan. not slayer becasue the kinife was 

clean. jordan didn't react to it 



 

lance; She wasn't on her cycle so it couldn't have been mate 

setaling. 

 

Jc: um........ why would lycans mate with a vampire lance? -he 

looks at him- and how do you know she is on ehr cylce? 

 

she isn't 

 

Lance; I just know that she's not. 

 

Jc: dude it has been over a week since you split. i knwo for a fact 

chirs can smell it with Laura 

 

Lance; Maybe they're some of those zelots who want vampres 

and lycans should hate eachother. 

 

Justin: you have been focusing on ehr havn't you? 

 

Laura; I'm not on it! I'm preggo!  

 

Lance: Yeah. 

 

Chris: we know that, jc is just saying that he knows that i can 

smell it when you are 

 



Justin; dude why did you fucking split thena nd start fucking 

joey? 

 

Joey: i was rebound, but it was fun 

 

lance; I was angry and lonely and needed conpanionship. 

 

Lance: just shut the fuck about about this and get back on topic! 

 

Lance: i don't love ehr okay? god.............. 

 

-lance sits down sitting on something- 

 

Laura: did something just squeak? 

 

-lance stands up looking at the couch. a piece of paper is there- 

 

Jc: soemthing crackled 

 

-lance picks it up- 

 

Justin: what is it? 

 

Laura: It looks like a note. 

 

Joey: here 

 



-he takes it from lance reading it- 

 

Lance; I can't belive this. 

 

Joey: i have taken your children. that damn whore got in our 

way so we took ehr too. your children will not berasied by a 

damn vampires. they are is a sfe place and will be raised sfatly. 

you can forget about seeing them and the whore again.......... 

 

Joey: ouch 

 

Lance: I want my kids back! I will kill them! 

 

Joey: who the hell is them though?! 

 

Lance: Lycan zelots. 

 

Joey: wait, ps: that whore will die by midnight on friday. dude 

thats today! 

 

Justin; tis the werewolf venom. if we don't find them it will go 

into ehr systema nd by midnight well.......... 

 

Lance: We need to find where that note came from! 

 

Justin: give ti to me joey- 

 



he ahnds it over- 

 

Justin: Laura smell it ad tell me what you can get 

 

Laura; -sniff- Okay. It's from a wharehouse in the east end. 

 

Jc: damn your good 

 

Laura; It's a paper mill. I can smell ink. 

 

Jc: ahh. well lets go! 

 

-meanwhile......- 

 

Jordan: ahh my side..... -she wakes up- 

 

Jordan: kids? hwere are you? 

 

lycan zelot: Scilence whore! 

 

-jordan is bleeding big time- 

 

Jordan: let me go 

 

-she can't change. she was really weak- 

 

-jordan was sitting in a large puddle of her won blood- 



 

Zelot: Be silent! You are a vampire whore! attempting to raise 

our cubs! You will be dead by the end of the day. 

 

Jordan: please just don't hurt my children 

 

Zelot; They will be raised to our own ways. They will not know 

you as thier mother anymore. 

 

Jordan: as longa s they are safe and alive............... -she falls to 

the ground barly concious. ehr fangs are out and her eyes are 

red and her claws are out but she is stuck like that- 

 

zelot: the vampire must die. The father's punishment will be 

nevr seeing his children again. That's his punishment for 

mateing with a vampire. 

 

Jordan:he mated with a human. i was changed to a vampire 

when the kids were a week old 

 

Zelot; You lie. -he falters- It cannot be.... 

 

Jordan: we broke up and i took custody of the children. i've been 

rasing them as my own and he sees them on weekedns 

 

-the zelot hates that- 

 



zelot: I do not understand! 

 

Jordan: just let me fuckin die......... 

 

-jordan closes her eyes. her body goes to human form and she 

lies there waiting for death- 

 

Zelot: i must atone for what I have done......I don't know what to 

do. 

 

Zelot: No i must flow our laws! 

 

-he kicks her- 

 

-jordan yelps and passes out again- 

 

-the zelot broods and ponders for a good long while makeing his 

head hurt- 

 

-meanwhile......- 

 

-its is getting later and later- 

 

Lance; We need to hurry! 

 

Joey: lance your kids are't the ones dying and you seem to only 

care about them 



 

Lance: I don't want my kids raised by psychos! 

 

Joey: we'll get there man 

 

-an hour alter they reach where Laura smelled- 

 

Laura; It's almost ten. You guys have the antivenom? 

 

Joey: how do you know you didn't mseel ink at the factroy 

where it was made? 

 

Joey: they could be somewhere else! 

 

Laura; Ther's a printing factory right here next to this factory. 

 

Joey: well come ebcca show us the way 

 

-they get out of the van- 

 

Laura; They're this way. -she points in the direction- I smell the 

blood. 

 

-they begin to walk- 

 

-as they walk they transform into their full forms- 

 



-jc is a bat- 

 

Laura: you guys hide. Chris and i can sneak in. 

 

Jc: mkay *sqeek* i'll fly around and see if i can find anything 

 

Laura: Okay. 

 

-jc flys off and the others hide. lance goes with them- 

 

Chris: she said hide! 

 

Lance; I'm a lycan too. 

 

Laura; But they'll recognise you. 

 

-lance snaps his jaws at his and chris snaps back- 

 

Chris: no they won't we all look alike 

 

Chris: i'm just bigger build then hima nd your more femlae you is 

large with children 

 

Laura: Alright. You can come with. Just be gald this is a crisis or 

I'd kill you for calling me large. -begins walking towards the 

entrance- 

 



-they are stopped by the gaurd- 

 

Chris: we heard about the ceremony tonight of the vampire and 

the cubs! my wife here wants to see them since is about to have 

three of our own 

 

Inner Laura; wife? 

 

Chris: this is her brother 

 

Guard: Very well. -moves aside- You're early. 

 

Chris: she's picky like that 

 

-they walk in- 

 

Laura; Yet another thing I'm going to wring your neck for. 

 

Lance: Hey it got us in. 

 

Chris: hey saying girlfriend would have made the guy thing i 

was a druggt 

 

druggy 

 



Laura; You could have said mate. from what I know that's the 

more common term here. Well either way we need to hurry. 

jordan's smell is getting stronger. 

 

-they enter into the main room. the others have the antivenom 

with them- 

 

-many are in the rooma rlreayd- 

 

Chris: come on to the front with us 

 

joey: Okay. -they change into thier human forms and join up 

with them- 

 

-there was a mix of humans and werewolves int eh crowd- 

 

other zelot: You are all early tonight. The other guests will not 

be here for some time. 

 

-jc was flying around still- 

 

Chris: my wife here was naggsing the heck out of us! 

 

Other Zelot: cubs on the way i see. Females get like that when 

expecting. My mate was quite the nagger when she had our first 

litter. 

 



Chris: yeah she's having three so. hey do you have a bathrooma 

round here? me and my friends all traveled a long way and 

really need to pee 

 

-jc shows up behind them human- 

 

Other Zelot: Yes. -points- that way- 

 

Chris: thanks man -they all go towards the bathroom- please 

don't kill me Laura 

 

Joey: its working 

 

Laura: No I'll just horribly maim you. 

 

Chris: *gulp* 

 

Justin; Please don't we need him to stay hot for the fangirls. 

 

-they get near the bathroom and they hear zelots talk- 

 

Zelot: damn did you see the vampire chick? 

 

Zelot 2; Yes. Quite beautiful shame she could not have become 

one of us. ahh fate is cruel. 

 

Zelot 3: Do they know who will raise the cubs thoug? 



 

Zelot: beats me 

 

Zelot 2: not yet. Likely a pair with a litter of thier own. I saw two 

earleir and it looked like the female was expecting. 

 

Zelot: hey i have to head back. i'm watching that damn vampire 

and she just.... damn i might just do soemthing with ehr before 

so goes out. say its toutcure or somethin 

 

-the zelot waves changes into werewolf and walks off- 

 

Zelot 2: Later. 

 

Joey: come on lets go that way 

 

Laura: Okay. 

 

Jc: come on chris 

 

-pushes him forward- 

 

Lance: I just want my kids. 

 

Chris: alright. we have to save jordan alnce no matter how much 

you hate her guts 

 



Lance: Fine. 

 

Justin: i need to pee............ but it can wait 

 

-they go down the hall and see the zelot going into a room- 

 

Justin: i have the anti-venom and the vampire venom so she can 

heal 

 

Laura; I'll go and see what's going on. Maybe even find out where 

tyler and angelica are. 

 

-chris licks her cheek and takes the guys down the hal farth. 

Laura goes to the room- 

 

Zelot: who goes there? 

 

Laura; Excuse me. I mean not to intrude. I was wondering where 

the cubs are being kept. I was told to go to where they are so 

that I may claim them. My mate and I are willing to raise them 

as our own. 

 

Zelot: ah so you are the couple. well congrats. they are down the 

hall to the left. they were screaming a hell of alot so we had to 

sedate them. once you claim them they should face the facts 

though. 

 



-Laura can see jordan on the groud soaking in ehr blood- 

 

Laura; Thank you. -she goes- 

 

Inner Laura; Please hang on Jordan. 

 

Chris: well? 

 

Joey; We'll take out the guard. Then Jc can go in and give her 

the vampire venom and anti venom. 

 

Chris: wait guys okay? we don't know what they will be doing 

with her yet. come on lets go check out the kids Laura 

 

-they go downt he hall- 

 

Laura: Hello. My mate and I are here to claim the cubs. 

 

Zelot: your are going to have to wait until after the ceramony. 

but if you wish to see them i may aloow that for a few moment 

 

Zelot: they have just woken up 

 

Laura; We understand. -she goes over to them- Hello little ones. 

 

Tyler: go away......... -he is shaking- 

 



Angelica: wait a second........ 

 

-she stops shaking- 

 

-Laura winks at them- 

 

Chris: hey kids. after ward we'll be taking you home okay? 

 

Tyler: oh okay......... -he smiles- 

 

Angelica: i like you 

 

Zelot: Good to see they are coming to thier senses. 

 

Zelot: you must leave. the ceremony is begining 

 

Laura; Of course. We'll come and collect you later little ones. 

 

-they leave- 

 

Chris: okay we should go to the celeamony and wait in front 

okay guys? 

 

Laura; Alright. 

 

Chris: elts all go human 

 



-Laura changes back- 

 

-they change and go to the front for the ceramony- 

 

Zelot: ladies and gentalmen! welocme tot eh ceromony for the 

entering of our new cubs and the death of a traitor 

 

Lance: I hope this works. 

 

Zelot: i am glad all of you have come out to witness this. you see, 

a vampire and a lycan have mated and had two cubs. just 

yesterday were we able to seize the vampire and saved the cubs 

from being rasied by her! 

 

-many cheer and the guys play along- 

 

Inner Laura; I will rip thier hearts out. 

 

Zelot: bring out the vampire! 

 

-two zelots drag on stage a blood jordan and chain her to a 

metanl pole. she stands up but is being help up by the chains 

and her head falls farward- 

 

-many boo her and curse her- 

 



Zelot: we do not know who the father of the cubs are, but we do 

know that his punushment will be he will never see thema gain! 

 

-jordan lifts her head looking at the head zelot- 

 

Lance; Yes I will. 

 

-the zelot faces jordan- 

 

Zelot: do you have any last words? -it is a few minutes alreadyt o 

misnight- 

 

Jordan: just a few 

 

Zelot: *laugh* well what is it? -he takes the micro phone to her 

so everyone can hear- 

 

other zelot: be breif. 

 

Jordan: as long as my children are safe...... i would never have 

been able to raise them by myself.......... man i love hates me 

and.......... and......... -jordan chokes bending her head and 

coughing up blood onto the floor- 

 

Zelot: i wonder why he ahtes you 

 

-everyone laughs- 



 

Zelot: bring out the children! 

 

Lance: I don't -he says it through gritted teeth- I can never hate 

you no matter how hard I try. 

 

-the bring out the children who limp because of their leg- 

 

Tyler: mommie! 

 

Zelot: she will die in a amatter of moments and you will be 

rasied by a new family 

 

Angelica: i hate you how can you kill my mommy!? 

 

Zelot: You will understand when you are older. 

 

Zelot: now die you whore! 

 

-everyone stares at jordan- 

 

Laura: Now? 

 

-the clock is a minute to minute and jordan i gasping for air- 

 

-the vemon rages through ehr system- 

 



Jordan: bye kids....... 

 

Joey: ahh fuck this jc now! 

 

Tyler: MOMMY! 

 

-jc spits a dart into her neck- 

 

-jordan gasps- 

 

Zelot: what the hell? 

 

Laura: We need to fight! 

 

-soon jordan sits her head up gasping eyes wide- 

 

Jc: now for the vampire boost -shoots that- 

 

Zelot: seize them! 

 

Joey; No. Laura you're pregnant. you hide with the kids! 

 

-Laura runs grabbing the kids as she goes by- 

 

-suddenly joey justin and jc transform and fly up intot eh air- 

 

Tylare;: mommy! 



 

-chris and lance charge the stage- 

 

Zelot: attack lycans! 

 

Laura; She'll be fine. Just keep running and don't look back! 

 

-jordan's wound slowly heals- 

 

Jordan: thanks for taking so fuckin' long joe 

 

Joey; Love you two. 

 

-she yells it- 

 

-jordan stumbles farward breaking her chains- 

 

Jordan: i can't change........... i'm still.............. blood lose 

 

-she falls tot he ground. she need blood like bladly- 

 

-Laura gets the kids to a safe hideing spot and goes back to the 

fight. She's about to change when she's grabbed from behind by 

another one of the zelots- 

 

Jc: oh yeah we should ahve brough blood packs or something 

 



Chris: let her go! 

 

-chris takcles the zelot grabbing Laura- 

 

Zelot; Surrender now of i kill her and the cubs. 

 

-chris rips off his head like that- 

 

Laura; Or not. 

 

Chris: no we wont! 

 

Laura: Am i really already showing? 

 

-a zelot goes up on stage grabbing jordan holding a werewolf 

soaked knife to ehr throat. everyone in the room reazes- 

 

Zelot: don't move. everyone knows i take off her head with this 

and she dies instantly 

 

-jordan gasps- 

 

Lance; No! Kill me instead! 

 

Chris: um............... that was unexpected 

 

Zelot: why should i kill you? 



 

Lance; I was the one who mated with her! I'm the father! 

 

-the guys in the sky freeze hoveirng there- 

 

Lance: I can't hate you Jordan. I never have. I tried but it didn't 

work. 

 

-tyler and angelica run up onto the stage and grab their dad 

around his legs- 

 

Lance; You two run! 

 

Jordan: yeah same here 

 

Tiwns: we stay and fight! -they transfomr and htey are bigger 

puppies now, standing on their back legs- 

 

Lance; Stubborn like your mom 

 

-jordan suddely trasnforms into a bat and attacks the zelot's 

neck ripping out a large chuck- 

 

-she injects so much venom he dies on the spot. the guys lets out 

one final scream before dying. Jordan changes back to human 

form falling to the stage unconscious- 

 



Jc: come on grab her and lets run! 

 

Justin; We need to get some blood into her asap! 

 

-they grab her and skidaddle- 

 

Joey: at least we have blood packs in the van 

 

-joey gets behind the wheel and drives drives drives!- 

 

-tyler and angelica and crying over there momma- 

 

Tyler: blood packs mommy wake up! 

 

Justin; Thier leader is dead so chaces are those nut bars won't 

be bothiering anyone for a very long time. probably not evr. 

 

-justin puts an iv into her of blood becaseu she was out of it and 

could drink it- 

 

-slowly jordan opens her eyes- 

 

Jordan" parasties 

 

Lance; Hey. Good to have you back with us. 

 

Twins: mommy mommy mommy! 



 

-the twins hold her tightly going humana gain- 

 

Jordan: i'm so gald you two are alive and safe 

 

Laura; We're gald to see all three of you alive and safe. 

 

Tyler: they bite you and you were bleeding. you are soaking in 

blood still! 

 

-jordan looks down. her clothes were all red- 

 

Laura: Didn't you just get that outfir too? 

 

Jordan: i don't care i'm alive they are alive and ................... 

 

-jordan looks at lance- 

 

Lance; I missed you. 

 

-her eyes are yello for forgivness- 

 

Jordan: yeah i could tell when you told everyone you knocked 

me up 

 

Lance: I'm sorry i was such a dick. 

 



Jordan: i should have told you my plan of feeding before the 

club. i really didn't think i was going to feed till it happened 

 

Lance: I should have brought some bloodpacks. you wanna move 

back in or do we let Laura and Chris have the place to 

themselves? 

 

Jordan: can we just get me to a shower first? 

 

Joey: Yes we can. And we're going to Lance's place for it because 

the shower at ours is broken. 

 

Jordan: what about my place how is my loft? 

 

Justin: still intacks 

 

Justin; It's still a bit of a mess but still. 

 

-they soon reach lance's place and lance helps her upstairs. 

chris and Laura take the kids to get baths- 

 

Jordan: god i am just covered in my blood! 

 

Lance; Red is not your color. 

 

-she looks at ehr reflection. the white ine hr hari was now red- 

 



Jordan: help me get these clothes off please 

 

-jordan is still weaka nd tries to lift off her shirt- 

 

Lance: Of course. -he get her out of them and gets her in the 

shower- 

 

Jordan: water feels good -the bottome of the shower is red for a 

while- your a little dirty yourself 

 

Lance; It's nothing. I'll deal with it later. 

 

Jordan: no come on lance -the shower curtian is close but she 

opens it- 

 

Lance; fine -he strips and get in too- 

 

-jordan puts her arms around his waist resting her head on his 

shoudler putting her face facing the wall- 

 

Jordan: i still love you bass 

 

Lance; I still love you too. So about that question I asked earlier. 

 

Jordan: i hate how this palce is too big for just four poeple. 

Laura is about to ahve a family of five. lets move to the loft, its 

perfect for our family size 



 

Lance; Okay. Something tells me those two might end up 

haveing more kids if they keep haveing sex nonstop. 

 

Jordan: yeah *laugh* can i ask you a question lance? 

 

Lance: Yeah/ 

 

-jordan moves her head and kisses lance sideways- Jordan: 

marry me 

 

Lance; yes. 

 

-jordan presses herself against lance wrapping her arms around 

his neck and kissing him- 

 

-meanwhile- 

 

Chris: Laura? 

 

Laura; yeah/ 

 

Chris: want to know something? 

 

Laura: Sure. 

 

-he is sitting next to her in bed- 



 

Chris: i said wife back there becasue i wante dt get use to calling 

you that 

 

Laura; Care to elaborate on that? I think I know what you mean 

but I want to be sure? 

 

-he lies her down on the bed lying next to her- 

 

Chris: i'm saying i want to marry you 

 

-Laura bites her lip holding back the tears- 

 

Laura: i'm not crying. It's just he hormones. But yes. 

 

Chris: yeah right -he kisses her- 

 

Laura; You never answered my question earlier. 

 

-up stairs in the shower jordan and lance are cleana nd while the 

hot water pounds on them jordan jumps onto his cock and lance 

holds her while they slowly make love- 

 

Chris: what qeustion? 

 

Laura; I'm only about a week or two into my pregnancy. Am I 

really showing? 



 

Chris: yes, but with it is your motherly glow 

 

Laura; Don't try to butter me up -kisses him- 

 

Chris: rmemeber because the rpegnacy is cut back by five 

monthes your going to grow alot faster 

 

Chris: fien waht me to say "yes you are starting to get fat" or the 

way i just said it? 

 

Laura; The way you said it. Besides as soon as the trio is out i'm 

hitting the treadmill. 

 

Chris: i'll love watching that 

 

-kisses her more- 

 

Laura; i'll be wearing a sports bra though. 

 

-a scream and howl is heard- 

 

Chris: big bobbie bouncing 

 

Laura; Is that what we sound like? 

 

Chros: i think we are louder 



 

Laura; if I wasn't aleray pregnanat I'd want to test that theroy. 

 

Chris: see with all the hormones your gonna have bigger boobs 

for a while and i'll love watching those things jump up and down. 

and we can still test that theroy while you are prego 

 

Laura; Lets do it then. We're breaking this bed tonight. 

 

-they fuck. A lot. just like upstairs with lance and Jordan. and 

Laura and Chris are alot louder. lance fuck jordan whiel they 

are both in their full forms. its hell of alot of fun. they are like 

soaking wet when they cahnge back- 

 

-due date finally arrives- 

 

Lance; Every time Laura's in wolf form she's digging in the 

carpet. 

 

Jordan: those triplets are cute. two girls and a guy 

 

Lance; finally! How's chris handleing it? 

 

Jordan: he passed out when the first born, maddox, was born 

 

Lance: And the other two? 

 



Jordan: i think he's awake now. the second born is named 

heather and the third born emilie 

 

Jordan: they all have dark ahir on their head. like daddy 

 

Lance: The twins are begging to see them. Are we allowed in? 

 

Jordan: and i joked to chirs 'well maddox has two tails!' then he 

apsse dout 

 

Jordan: totally! 

 

-they go in- 

 

Lance; Okay you two. 

 

Tyler: cool 

 

Angelica: can i hold one? 

 

Laura: Hey. -she's sweaty and exausted- 

 

Laura; sure. be careful though.- 

 

-jordan ahnds her emilie- 

 

Angelica: hi 



 

Emilie: -baby noises here- 

 

-jordan goes behind lance putting her arms aroudn his waist and 

whipsering soemthing in his ear- 

 

Lance: what?! 

 

Jordan: yep. its true 

 

Laura; More? 

 

Jordan: yeah but i have a feeling this one is a vampire 

 

-pats her stomach- 

 

Laura; Well if it's a single baby then probably. 

 

Jordan: i think it is. if i'm wrong i'm gonna be scared if i have 

triplets too. 

 

-jordan gulps- 

 

Jordan: i can't deal with five kids 

 

Jc: i can sense your gonna have one 

 



Laura; Chris and I are thinking about haveing a couple more 

later on. After these three are a little older. 

 

Jordan: your nuts! 

 

Tyler: ma i gonna be a big brother? 

 

Laura; since when is that news? 

 

Lance; yes tyler you are. 

 

Angelica: yay! 

 

-jordan holds lance tighter. Laura takes back emilie- 

 

Jordan: this time i'm not mad at him for knocking me up 

 

Jordan: hey how ya gonna feed three kids? gonna cahnge to wolf 

shoing your six breasts? 

 

Chris: damn thats like really hot 

 

Laura; nah. more like two get the boobs and one gets a bottle and 

then alternate it. 

 

Chris: ahh 

 



Lance; Stop pouting. 

 

-epilouge- 

 

-lance and jordan got married before Laura popped out the kids. 

jordan did have one more kid, a girl, who was named tanisha. 

she was a vampire. lanc ena djordan bought a new big place for 

their family of five. jordan released a book the following year 

and it was a hit. Laura and chris got married after the new twins 

were popped out. jordana nd Laura's album was also a hit and 

they were nsyncs openning act for thei clebity and popoddesy 

tour. Laura did eventually have to resort to being in wolf form to 

feed the kids. jc and justin ended up hooking up. Chris enjoyed 

it....alot. joey found a really hot guy who he is still with. he is a 

lycan- 

 

THE END! 

EL FIN! 


